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The BG News 
Serving a growing university since 1920 
Fridoy, May 9, 1969 Volume 53, Number 100 
Viets may be setting the stage for peace 
WASHINGTON (AP)- Diplomatic 
sources here say that North Viet- 
nam may be setting the stage In 
, Paris for some movement In the 
next few weeks on the peace talks. 
The sources say Hanoi has re- 
called It envoys from Moscow, 
Peking and Eastern Europe and 
there are Indications the North 
Vietnam government has reached 
new decisions on war and peace 
strategy. 
Informants would not disclose the 
source of their Information and 
State Department officials said they 
had   no   Immediate   confirmation. 
. The Viet Cong yesterday ad- 
vanced a 10-polnt peace plan con- 
taining a number of previously 
rejected demands but also some 
new elements which allied diplo- 
mats promised to study carefully. 
The plan Included a provision 
for an Interim coalition govern- 
ment In South Vietnam and de- 
mands for the unilateral withdraw- 
al of allied troops, both turned 
down previously by the United States 
and South Vietnam. But the allies 
carefully avoided rejecting the plan 
outright. 
Spokesmen for both delegations 
said the plan would be examined 
carefully before a position Is taken. 
U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot 
Lodge avoided a direct reply when 
newsmen asked for his comment 
after the meeting. He said the pro- 
posals dealt with political matters 
and therefore should be taken up 
by the Front and the Saigon govern- 
ment. 
One of the main new elements 
was the packaging of the various 
proposals In an Integrated whole. 
Another was the spelling out of 
specific details. 
The plan, for example, proposed 
that a provisional coalition govern- 
ment should be set up In Shouth 
Vietnam as soon as peace was es- 
tablished to arrange for a general 
election. It envisaged eventual rule 
of Sough Vietnam *>y another co- 
alition government, pending re-unl- 
flcatlon of North and Sough Viet- 
nam. 
It called for the unilateral and 
unconditional withdrawal of all all- 
led   forces   under      International 
supervision to be worked out by 
the parties. 
Other provisions Included: 
-Establishing a policy of neutral- 
ity, with good neighborly relations 
for all Including the United States 
but with no military alliances. 
-The U.S. government must bear 
full responsibility for the "losses 
and devastation it has caused to 
the Vietnamese people In both 
zones." 
ABM at 'critical point1 - Dr . Place 
"by SUSAN PURCELL 
Staff Reporter 
Dr. Richard Place explained 
"The future of our society Is In 
serious question" during a forum 
on the recently proposed ABM 
system that ended with an estima- 
ted 35 members of the University 
community  staging a   mall-ln to 
protest (he system. 
Describing himself as "a long- 
time member of the peace consti- 
tuency" Dr. Place stated that 
a major debate over defense 
spending will eventually lead to a 
series of bills to cut the defense 
budget. 
"In the last nine years our de- 
fense budget has Increased from 
$45.5 billion to $82 billion," the 
historian from Wayne State Uni- 
versity said adding, "we have to 
make up our mW«defense wise- 
one way or the other." 
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AGAINST THE ABM Dr. Richard Place, from 
Wayne State University, headed a trio of speak- 
ers  at an  ABM discussion yesterday at 4 p.m. 
on the steps of Williams Hall. Others on the 
panel included Shepard Braun and Dr. William 
0.     Reichert.    (Photos    by    Larry   Nighswander) 
Jerome overrules appeals board 
in Nye - Drumright suspensions 
The News looks at Nick Licate 
...see page 12 
By JAMES MARINO 
Ass't. Managing Editor 
Irrespective of their Innocence 
or guilt, University President Wil- 
liam T. Jerome yesterday ruled to 
uphold the suspensions of two stu- 
dents under Indictment by the 
County Grand Jury for narcotics 
violations. 
The President's decision over- 
ruled a recommendation by the 
five-member University Appeals 
Board which voted four to one to 
lift the suspensions of Ronald Nye 
and David Drumright. 
"This suspension should remain 
In force until additional evidence 
might be presented by these stu- 
dents of their willingness to ac- 
cept responsibilities In the Uni- 
versity community," President 
Jerome said, according to his 
public relations spokesman Clifton 
P. Boutelle. 
Jerome's remarks were made in 
the form of a prepared press re- 
lease from the University News 
Service, which Boutelle heads. 
Jerome said, according to the 
release, that the dean of students, 
Raymond C. Whlttaker, has suffi- 
cient information available to him 
to suspend the students. 
He added, "Suspension or dis- 
missal Is never undertaken light- 
ly,"   according   to   the   release. 
Jerome said he met with the 
Appeals Board, a five-member 
Student Council committee, and 
both Nye and Drumright before 
making his diclslon, the release 
stated. 
A clarification of University 
rules for suspension was also 
called for by President Jerome 
In his statement 
"The 'best Interests of the Uni- 
versity' is difficult to define," 
President Jerome was quoted as 
saying, as he called for a review 
and clarification of University re- 
gulations concerning suspensions 
and dismissals. 
Dr. James G. Bond, vice presi- 
dent of student affairs, said Pres- 
ident Jerome would have a more 
detailed statement to make today 
concerning the suspensions. 
The  President was unavailable 
for comment yesterday. 
A sparce gathering of what Dr. 
William O. Reichert, representing 
the Political Science department, 
terms "protest people" were on 
hand to hear an evaluation of the 
ABM system by Dr. Place. "The 
ABM system Is a crucial point in 
the defense picture, as initiating 
such a program would escalate 
the arms  race,"  he said. 
"We will build our system, and It 
won't work and the Soviets will 
build their system and It won't 
work either...and maybe this situ- 
ation would bring us to the peace 
table quicker." 
Giving a psychologist's view of 
the defense situation Shepard 
Braun, instructor of Philosophy, 
upheld the views of Dr. Place by 
stating that "such an Institution 
as the ABM system would most 
certainly stimulate the arms 
race." 
According to Braun, by stimula- 
ting the arms race, the cold war 
would be stirred up and the end 
result would be nothing less than 
another unwanted war. 
Dr. Reichert, professor of poli- 
tical science, took a more mili- 
taristic stand on the proposed sys- 
tem by pointing out the "unholy 
alliance that exists between the in- 
dustry and military in the United 
States today." 
According to Dr. Reichert, our 
military policies are being shaped 
by Industrial forces. 
In reference to the mall-ln Dr. 
Reichert said "mailing letters to 
our representatives about this 
question is like standing on a 
sinking ship but at least we are 
voicing our opinion." 
The Forum, sponsored Jointly by 
the Ohio Peace Action Committee 
and the New Democratic Coali- 
tion ended with the mall-ln of let- 
ters In the mall station in Univer- 
sity Hall. 
Michalski attributes victory to hard work 
By GLENN WAGGONER 
Staff Reporter 
"I would attri- 
bute my victory 
to al lot of good 
hard-working 
people who were 
convinced I would 
make a good Stu- 
dent Body Pres- 
ident." 
This is how the 
new Student Body 
President, Bob 
Michalski, sum- 
med up his hair-breadth triumph 
at the polls last Tuesday. "I 
thought It would be something of 
a horse-race, but I felt we were 
moving ahead as the election ap- 
proached, "Michalski said Wednes- 
day. 
Admittedly surprised at the fail- 
ure of his three running mates to 
gain a single vice presidential post 
Bob Michalski 
among them, Michalski still feels 
he an! Hi'? new student council will 
be able to launch an effective pro- 
gram of student government. 
"The problem with the last coun- 
cil was that they were trying to 
do too much at one time. When 
council members are on three or 
four committees at one time, they 
can't do an effective Job on any," 
said Michalski, still bleary-eyed 
from Tuesday night victory parties. 
"I would rather have one working 
committee than five paper ones," 
he added. 
Michalski added that student 
council must "sell" itself to the 
students, a Job which he said, the 
last   council did not accomplish. 
According to Michalski, the first 
area of attack,by the new council 
will be off-campus housing prob- 
lems. "In the next month or three 
weeks, I would like to give the per- 
manent members of council a solid 
background In the problems of off- 
campus housing," Michalski said. 
Also high on the list of priori- 
ties will be problems in the area 
of what Michalski terms "the gen- 
eral communications gap". "And 
one of the biggest problems in this 
communications gap Is the 
BG News," Michalski said. 
"I don't think coverage of events 
by the News has been adequate," 
Michalski stated. "In the editor- 
ials, they tell what the problems 
are, but fall short on providing 
solutions," he continued. 
Other remedies for communica- 
tions problems offered by Michalski 
were to have student council rep- 
resentatives explain bills at hous- 
ing units, and to have housing unit 
governments vote on council bills 
to provide an Informal measure of 
student opinion on bills being con- 
sidered by council. 
(Continued on page 7) 
MAIL-IN -Marcantonio Squatrito, a graduate student in sociolo- 
gy, signs a letter to be mailed to his congressman as part of the 
ABM forum held yesterday. 
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letters to the editor 
A basic right 
By upholding the suspensions of Dave Drumwright and Ron Nye, 
President Jerome has done a great disservice to the University. 
He has upheld the adamant administration stand that double jeop- 
ardy can apply to students, taking away one of their basic rights 
as citizens of the United States. 
He has also overruled the University Appeals, Board, which in- 
cludes faculty members and students, who had voted 4-1 to rein- 
state Drumwright and Nye. Dr. Jerome has the power to do this, 
but he seems unwilling to follow the advice of students and fac- 
ulty. 
If he continues this type of authoritarian administration, it is 
doubtful that students will even be able to function effectively in 
an advisory role, which is what the administrators say their prop- 
er role is. 
The justification for the suspension is that members of the aca- 
demic community have obligations to maintain certain standards 
of conduct and that any academic community not able to identify 
and maintain such standards of conduct hus little justification for 
continued public support. 
The News maintains that any academic community thut violates 
the rights of anyone as provided for in the United States Consti- 
tution has little justification for continued existence, let alone 
public support. 
Dr. Jerome should reconsider his decision carefully, because 
continued ignorance of legitimate student grievances, such as be- 
ing suspended before being proven guilty, can only worsen the re- 
lations between students and administrators. 
And students should make their displeasure at this decision 
known, and should take immediate steps to make sure it does not 
happen again by supporting the revised code presented by Student 
Council, which would not allow this. 
'Bullshevics' 
After having to hide for so long 
It was exhilarating to read the 
article "The White Panthers." I 
heartily endorse the policies set 
forth by this organization. I was 
disappointed to find that no method 
was stated for this reform. Please 
allow me to state what I would 
consider the most effective method 
of reform. 
The first order of business is to 
change the name of the partyto the 
"Bullshevics." It Is evident, com - 
marades, that revolution Is going 
to be a necessity. It Is foolhardy 
to expect that, even after the re- 
volution, a nation as large as 
ours will be able to instantly 
accept our Ideology. Therefore, 
it will be necessary to set up 
some sort of Interim government. 
We should have a rather large 
committee with no apparent con- 
centration of power. The people 
will probably still demand a 
"leader," so we can let them 
"elect" a figurehead "Premier." 
This dictatorship of the proletar- 
iate will of course be temporary 
while the masses adjust to our 
policies. 
We must of course rid the 
country of the reactionaries who 
will attempt to undermine our 
program. These purges may up- 
set the masses, but I am sure that 
we can make them see that we 
are only protecting them from a 
return to the old system. 
By PETE NESTOR 
Student Columnist 
First, let me Introduce myself, dear reader. I am 
an average (as far as I know) middle-class kid, known 
to the rest of the world as 275-50-3530. I am Inter- 
ested in average middle-class things and I speak 
average middle-class American. 
I have been at Bowling Green now for a total of 
about 25 weeks. Not a day has gone by without some- 
body hassling me, either silently (you can see It on 
their faces), verbally, or (three times as far as I 
can remember) physically. This puzzled me for 
quite a whlle--I started research on the problem 
almost Immediately. I began to watch people care- 
fully, to see If they were doing something I wasn't, 
or vice versa. 
After an exhausting six-week study, I came to the 
conclusion that nothing about me was terrrlbly "dif- 
ferent." I spoke the same language (the same dia- 
lect In many instances), wear the accepted male 
clothing, ate the same kind of food, and looked the 
same (practically) physically (five fingers on each 
hand, five toes on each foot, one nose, one mouth, 
two eyes, one head etc.). 
I then started closer research. I heard from some- 
body that people sometimes look down on people who 
wear different clothing. I ran to my closet and 
checked my wardrobe carefully. Nothing. Levl's 
$5.50 blue Jeans, Penny's Perma-Preset pln-strlped 
and solid shirts, Hanes socks and underwear, and 
various brands of shoes. 
Next came my careful body inspection. I checked 
for the heartbreak of psoriasis, unsightly skin blem- 
ishes, offensive body odor, bad breath, and dandruff. 
My friend told me a few of these were present, but 
no more than usual.  Another failure. 
Then one day someone whistled at me (shortly 
after a truck driver on Route 6 had honked his horn 
and winked at me). Tommy told me these were in- 
dicative of girl-watchers. "Aha," I said, "they 
must think, then, that I'm a girl." I went to the 
library and got out a book on Human Anatomy. 
Nope. I wasn't missing anything. I then practiced 
walking In front of a full-length mirror to see If 
my hips were swaying. Nothing unusual. "Those 
guys had to have had pretty bad taste." Even I 
wouldn't go out with a girl who measured 36-29-31. 
That Just Isn't my idea of a womanly figure. 
The big break came about two weeks ago, or so 
I thought. As I was strolling past the local barber 
•hop, someone yelled something unprintable, but 
which can be roughly translated as "get a hair- 
cut!" 
"This is the source of the problem," I said to 
myself as I went running home to my dorm to ask 
Tommy what he thought about this amazing discovery. 
Tommy said he knew all along, but he thought it 
better that I find out for myself. He said that my 
hairstyle (?) was Indicative a radical, a queer, or a 
commie, depending on who was doing the Interpreting. 
I wasn't a commie, I knew that for certain, 
wasn't queer, though I had a few little devlances that 
Freud said were ok. "Then I must be a radical, -I 
thought. As far as I knew, a radical was someone who 
advocated change and was constantly changing himself 
to the best of his ability. I had been wearing my hair 
the same way for the past three years, with few 
changes in length. 
I got out some old yearbooks and studied closely 
the progress of male hairstyles. 1964 was mainly 
the crew-cut or Tony Curtis brush-lt-all-back style. 
1965 and 1966 ushered In the long bangs, the so-called 
surfer style (which I always thought was kind of rid- 
iculous In Ohio since most people here have never 
even seen an ocean, let alone surf on It). 1967 brought 
In the longer back and blocking the hair around the 
neck. Then came the sideburns, the sole hair feature 
for 1968 and 1969. 
I sat out In front of the Union and watched the guys, 
or I should say their hair (Is that a perversion?). 
They all seemed to fit right in. What was different 
about mine? Ah yes, you couldn't see my ears be- 
cause of all that Junk hanging off my head. 
I walked back to my dorm, wondering If I should 
cut It off so everybody could,.see my ears. "Maybe 
they're not sure if I have ears," I said to myself. 
That would surely cause people to look down on me. 
Everyone knows that It is a natural animal trait to 
shi-. things that are physically different. Something 
to do with a breach In the security of the population. 
I remember I had a few pigeons, three white and 
one black, and that the white ones had ganged up on 
the black one and killed him. My dad had told me that 
It was because the black one was different. "Maybe 
It's the same with people," I thought. It figured. 
I mean, if you're different In some apparent way, it's 
only natural that someone who was secure In his sur- 
roundings and the way he looked would hassle you in 
some way simply because you'd be frightening him 
by   threatening  to destroy his sense of security. 
As I was approaching the side door of my dorm, 
someone turned on his car radio. I was walking 
past this fraternity house (I don't know which one; 
they all look the same to me), and there were a lot 
of cars parked by their side door since It was Fri- 
day-go-home-or generally-out -of-BG day. The 
radio station started playing the Cowslips version 
of "Hair" (which has to be the biggest abortion on 
record—but that's another story), and all the kids 
standing around startinggroovlng and gyratlng,and hav- 
ing a splendid teen-age time. One guy interrupted his 
"down-to-there" verse and said "Get a haircut, 
«ipple!" 
Pow! Another realization! Since I wasn't a rad- 
ical, I must be a hippie (what ever that Is—ask some- 
one to define that term sometime and see what 
happens)! But why had that kid stopped singing the 
"down-to-there" verse to tell me to get a haircut? 
I figured that certain people Just didn't like my hair, 
but that couldn't possibly be the source of all the 
hassles.   I was right back where I started. 
Well, dear reader, that's the whole story. If 
you know what my problem or deficiency is, let me 
know . I've even started using Bonded Gasoline, and 
I don't even have a car! 
It is Indeed a shame that we 
cannot bring back Karl Marx, Len- 
in, and a few others to help In 
our campaign. I am sure that 
their experience would be help- 
ful In Implementing the "Ten- 
Point Plan." We can't bring them 
back, of course, but we can learn 
from them. I HOPE! 
Andrew J. Pogan 
338 Palmer, #32 
News editorial 
is criticized 
The opinion of the BG News In 
regard to the student elections 
was a disgrace to the field of jour- 
nalism. It is the easy way to 
criticize those who  run for of- 
fice, and even easier to cast them 
all aside, though those who ran 
expended much effort and tlme- 
- things that you haven't done. 
What Is hard to do is to make 
a good decision, and to support 
that decision with logical and ra- 
tional arguments. When the reader 
turns to the BG News, he ex- 
pects to be given sound advice 
on how to vote, not how to shirk 
his duties as a citizen of this 
community. 
The BG News continues to be 
a condencendlng publication that 
somehow knows more than Its 
readers, even though those read- 
ers are  their Intellectual peers. 
Your's Is a very poor paper. 
John D. Allton 
518 E. Leroy St. 
By MANFRED DOB3ECK, JR. 
Student Columnist 
Don't look now, but behind your back and before your very eyes, people 
and institutions are getting power happy and are taking away,plece 
by piece, the very freedoms we value and cherish so much. 
Lawmakers are hiding some of our constitutional rights, univer- 
sities are playing mom-ny and daddy with a clenched fist, and the vast 
majority of the population stand lgnorantly happy, and content to let 
the status quo be where It may. 
It's apparent that the politicians, bureaucrats, and "greed creeps" 
twist the constitution until It isn't recognizable, at the sacrifice of 
personal freedoms. If you disagree, explain why these consltutional 
rights are not being fully upheld. 
1) Due Process of Law—A case In point could be the current case 
of Ron Nye. The administration has received powers to rule and 
govern the university, but not necessarllly in a democratic form. The 
university assumes the power of instant ruler, and consequently sus- 
pends Ron Nye on absolutely no crime (they'ye assumed his guilt 
before he even has a chance to prove his Innocence.) but on nothing 
more than the fact that he has been charged with possession of nar- 
cotics. 
2) Freedom of Assembly—Why can't people demonstrate (noisily, 
so they can be heard, If need be) without someone like Richard Daley 
getting frustrated and power-happy, and calling out the police to 
keep the kids quiet. Has it ever occured to anyone that maybe the storm 
trooper tactics employed by the police triggered the violent reaction 
on the part of the kids? 
3) Freedom of the Press—simply, why are books banned? Because 
some Influential Victorian gets excited at the sight of a four letter 
word? Also, why are leaflets, brochures, etc. advocating some belief 
not   In   accordance   with   popular   opinion confiscated or censored. 
Is the government trying to keep us from reading what we want to 
read? It seems they only let us read what they want to. This also 
includes television and movie censorship. Communist Russia does 
the same thing to a greater extent. 
4) Amendment vni says "Excessive ball shall not be required, nor 
excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." 
It's a known fact that if a man "knowingly destroys, knowingly mut- 
ilates" a draft card, he could possibly be fined $10,000 or imprisoned 
for five years, or both. Just for burning a piece of paper. The penalty 
for draft card burning Is obviously in direct contrast to the Eighth 
Amendment, yet nothing is being done. 
It may be trivial and banal to some, but It could be enforced to a 
great degree later, which would be a terrible disgrace to our system 
of government. 
5) Amendment II gives the right to bear arms yet now they are 
trying to pass gun legislation.  Another freedom lost? 
We the people must band together and get the politicians to return 
the rights we have lost. We can't let the lawmakers continue as the all- 
powerful rulers they must think they are. 
Now, I'm not advocating violent revolution, but I'm not going to re- 
main apathetic and passively watch these things exist and continue. 
Neither should anyone else. 
We must change the Inequalities, we must get back some of the 
freedoms we have lost* Let's not watch this country progressively 
turn into a police state, I j I j 
Not revolution,but change! Now. 
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Hoover sees Communist threat 
Edited by Ken Berzof • 
Army repeffs tribal uprising 
BIAK, West Irian -- ine Indonesian army claimed yesterday that 
government troops have regained control of the Enaretall region In 
West Irian following an uprising by thousands of primitive, tribesmen. 
The army, trying to play down the uprising, refused to give a casualty 
figure, but sources among the native Papuans said many natives have 
been killed. 
The Indonesians plan to determine the wishes of the natives by con- 
sulting groups of tribal chiefs, religious leaders and legislators. But 
the more advanced Papuans living along the coast want a direct vote 
In their areas. 
Nixon hears Cabinet charge 
WASHINGTON - Rep. Wright Patman challenged President Nixon 
yesterday to act on what he termed specific violations by Secretary 
of the Treasury David M. Kennedy of conflict-of-interest laws. 
Patman, chairman of the House Banking Committee, said Kennedy 
repeatedly refused to tell the committee about what Patman calls con- 
tinuing financial ties with the bank Kennedy headed as board chairman 
before Joining the Cabinet-Continental Illinois National Bank of Chicago. 
Soviets act on nuclear treaty 
MOSCOW - The Soviet government took a major step today toward 
ratification of the nuclear non-proliferation treaty. 
The official Soviet news agency Tass reported yesterday that the 
Soviet Council of Ministers submitted the treaty to the Presidium of 
the Supreme sovlet-parllament-for ratification. It said that the Presi- 
dium passed the treaty on to the foreign affairs commissions of the two 
houses of Parliament. 
The final decision, Tass reported, will be made by the Supreme 
Soviet, which is expected to hold its next session in June. 
The non-proliferation treaty is Intended to prevent nations without 
nuclear weapons from acquiring them. 
Hayakawa plans to leave 
SACREMENTO, Calif. - Dr. S. I. Hayakawa says he finds being 
president of San Francisco State College exhausting and he does not 
want to hold the post too long. 
Hayakawa, a Democrat, has been mentioned as a possible candidate 
for the U.S. Senate or the office of state school superintendent in 1970. 
The semantlclst, who became nationally known through his handling 
of student and faculty strikers and demonstrations, said he's months 
away from deciding whether to run for public office- as some have 
suggested. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - J. Edgar 
Hoover, giving no thought to re- 
tiring as FBI director, says the 
Communist Party remains a threat 
to Internal security and Is planning 
a new drive aimed at American 
youth. 
Hoover said the Communists have 
•'succeeded In penetrating and In- 
fluencing a number of militant youth 
organizations - particularly those 
of so-called New Left." 
"The largest and best known of 
these Is the Students for a Demo- 
cratic Society," he said. 
He added: "The Communist Par- 
US flag burned at 
Ohio State review 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The tradi- 
tional president's review of the 
ROTC Corps at Ohio State Uni- 
versity was held with colorful cere- 
monies yesterday, but the affair 
b-ought some flstflghts between 
dissenters and supporters, and an 
American flag was burned. 
No one was reported hurt as the 
supporters of the military train- 
ing program and the dissenting Stu- 
dents for Democratic Society (SDS) 
met outside the auditorium at the 
beginning of the ceremony. Initi- 
ally each side was about 200 strong, 
although there were several hun- 
dred bystanders. 
The fight erupted after the cere- 
mony when SDS members Jeered 
a kilted ROTC - affiliated bag- 
pipe band, but was quickly broken 
up. 
Before the ROTC ceremony had 
started, supporters attacked one 
student who had burned an Amer- 
ican Flag. The pro-ROTC group 
also confiscated and burned a Viet 
Cong flag. 
The ceremonies had no Interfer- 
ence as campus policemen and 
armed Ohio Highway Patrol offic- 
ers stood by. But as the capacity 
crowd of 3,000 left the review 
fights broke out between about 25 
ROTC backers and dissenters be- 
fore they dispersed. 
ty, USA, considers the field so 
fertile at this time, in fact, that 
It presently Is making plans to start 
a new youth organization this fall." 
The 74-year-old Hoover wlU 
mark his 40th anniversary Satur- 
day as head of the Federal Bu- 
rear of Investigation. He said he 
has many plans for the future, 
but "none of them Includes re- 
tirement." 
Former Presldnet Lyndon B. 
Johnson waived the mandatory re- 
tirement - at - 70 rule in Hoo- 
ver's case, and President Nixon 
has continued the waiver. 
On the subject of crime, Hoo- 
ver said, "I see no prospect of a 
reversal In the immediate future 
in the trend toward crime In- 
creases. However, the long-range 
picture Is much more promising. 
"I feel that the public has be- 
gun to realize the cold and un- 
deniable fact that our steadily ris- 
ing crime figures represent not 
merely an Increase in the number 
of offenses committed, but an    in- 
crease In the number of victims 
of crime. This is leading to a 
greater awareness of the crime 
problem and a keener alertness to 
weaknesses which exist In the ad- 
ministration of Justice. 
The caliber of law enforcement 
in this country, which has im- 
proved tremendously during my 
lifetime, should continue to improve 
In the years ahead. Better training 
programs - including those which 
will be provided for state and lo- 
cal officers at the FBI's new 
academy, soon to be constructed 
at Quantlco, Va. - will enhance the 
skills and abilities of Investiga- 
tive and administrative personnel 
at   all   levels of our profession. 
"Better equipment - including 
expanded use of the tools and tech- 
niques of scientific crime detection 
- will be employed In the fight a- 
galnst crime. Increasingly stronger 
cooperation and pooling of infor- 
mation among law enforcement ag- 
encies are other factors which will 




New Student Council Rep. 
SAE PLEDGES 
Congratulate Greg Thatch 
And Roger Coate 
Good Luck 
In The Coming Year 
Tanya grooves 
on your body. 
The older folks have their own tanning products. Tanya is new. 
It turns on a new breed of sun worshipers. That's you. You want 
a natural Hawaiian tan-deeper, faster. Only Tanya can give it to you. 
Because Tanya has Hawaii's favorite tanning agents — 
coconut oil and cocoa butter. So Tanya boosts the sun's 
natural tanning rays. Make today happen... your way... get with Tanya. 
A full line of suntan products for today's sun children - 
at your bookstore. Ul    jww.    .....  
TANYA 
COCONUT OIL AND 
COCOA BUTTER 
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Journalism major turns professional skater 
Student skater to star with Holiday on Ice 
How would you feel If you were 
in college at Bowling Green one 
quarter and the next quarter you 
were packing to go to Japan as the 
star figure skater of Holiday on 
Ice? 
"It will probably be very scary 
at first but after a while I'll grow 
accustomed to It." This was the re- 
action of James W. Dlsbrow, a 20- 
year-old student who had attended 
Bowling Green for the past year 
and two quarters, but Is now making 
plans for his Job In Japan. 
Dlsbrow, who is originally from 
Owensbourgh, Ky. had Just finished 
his second quarter of his sopho- 
more year in the School of Journa- 
lism as a TV producing and direct- 
ing major. When the third quarter 
began he was late returning. He 
only stayed long enough to explain 
about his Job, say good-bye to his 
brothers at the Slg Ep house and 
collect his belongings. 
Now Dlsbrow Is In Buffalo, N.Y. 
practicing on his own part In the 
show. As the star of the show he 
will be doing the number one solo, 
and the number one pairs presen- 
tations for the Holiday on Ice Far 
East Tour. The tour, which will 
start on July 1 after four weeks 
rehearsal In Tokoyo, will take him 
to most of Japan, Hong Kong, Aus- 
tralia,   and many other countries. 
He feels a good Instructor Is a 
necessity In skating. He said If 
you have the talent you still must 
"pick a pro and let him produce 
you." 
Mr. and Mrs. David Loweryhave 
taught Dlsbrow for eight of the ten 
years he has skated. He explained 
"I owe my success to them since 
they are the only coaches P ve ever 
had." 
Under the Instruction of the Low- 
erys he became a top ama- 
teur star. His first major awards, 
which came early In his career, 
were first place Mid-Western 
champion In Junior men's and Ju- 
nior pair's competition. Shortly af- 
ter   his   first place In the Mid- 
West, he took second in the nation 
In Junior man and Junior pairs. 
His most recent award Is his fifth 
place In the US senior men's com- 
petition, which he won in 1967. 
When questioned why he left ama- 
teur competition for professional 
skating he explained, "It was a good 
offer and I felt now was the time 
to dolt." He added, "In another year 
I might not have gotten the posi- 
tion I wanted, which is what I have 
now, the starring role. I feel I was 
very lucky to get the position." 
As a professional with Holiday 
on Ice,   Dlsbrow has a one-year 
obligation to skate, plus a three- 
year option. Under the option he can 
choose which of the other tours 
he would like to take - the Amer- 
ican or European - or he could 
leave the show. He said that how 
well he likes It will determine how 
long   he will  stay with 11. 
"When I finally decide to leave 
the show, I hope to continue my 
skating as a teacher." 
"The future looks good" for fig- 
ure skating at Bowling Green. He 
commented, "In my opinion we have 
the best planned arena in the coun- 
try. It has a fantastic ability to 
handle figure skating." The only 
drawback he feels Is that the arena 
has too much "college activity" 
besides figure skating. Since It 
takes seven to eight hours a day to 
produce a champion, more time Is 
needed   for competition practice. 
"It will probably be quite a chal- 
lenge," Dlsbrow remarked. But 
before long he will be living his 
dream as the star of Holiday on 
Ice. 
CHAMPION REHEARSES FOR TOUR -James W. 
Disbrow, former BGSU sophomore,  practices his 
figure  skating  for his   starring  performances for 
the Holiday on Ice Show. 
FBoodtide 
Although a number of ap- 
plications for positions on 
the staff of "Flood-Tide" 
for next year have already 
been received, the current 
editors would like to Invite 
any Interested persons to ap- 
ply immediately. Informal 
statements of Interest may 
be mailed In care of Gary 
C. Rees, Compton Hall, or 
Gilbert H. Bean, 317 Lime 
Street, Apariment E. 
"GOI-FOR THE FURY, 
FORCE AND FUN OF If _ 
A movie so brilliant, so special that 
it's dangerous to write about IT- 
CH be talking about If_forever."_l0<x 
"ANGRY, TOUGH AND FULL 
OFSTING!"-^ 
"WILL PROBABLY BE THE 
BIGGEST MOVIE ON COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES SINCE THE 
GRADUATET-wu***** 
"LET IT SUFFICE TO SAY THAT 
If-JS A MASTERPIECE, 
reason enough to rank Anderson 
among cinema's major artists." d^eo/ 
"THE MOST INTERESTING 
FILM SO FAR THIS YEAR... 
A superb job... If_is a brilliant 
and disturbing film."-VOGUE 
"IF YOU'RE YOUNG, YOU'LL 
REALLY DIG if. If you're 
not so young, it's more reason than 







Hill tou be ©«r 
SJEOLM McOOWELL CHRISTINE NOUNAN RICHARD WARWICK OAVIO WOOD 
Sniwnfc OmMM MMk 
ROBERT SWANNDAVID SHERWIN LINDSAY ANDERSON MICHAEL MEDWIN. 
LINDSAY ANDERSON COLOR A PARAMOUNT PICTURE®! 
COMING THIS SUMMER 
TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU! 
j% Iniurrmtit 
scooter mates 
He's got the scooter. . . she's got the 
scooter culottes, so, naturally, they've 
got each other. Wouldn't you say 
her striped sleeveless knit top sets 
her off? He does, too, 
in those "exclusive fit" 
tattersall slacks and 
cool tuck-in golf shirt. 
ffifceMmumiTijiSliop 
Annual art show 
to open Sunday 
The University's undergraduate 
art students will display their 
original art as part of Spring Week- 
end festivities. 
The 18th annual exhibit will open 
at 1 p.m. Sunday In the Fine Arts 
gallery of the Art Bldg. 
Prior to the opening, judges Jo- 
seph DeLaure, director of the 
fine arts department of the Uni- 
versity of Windsor, Ontario, and 
Wirth M :Coy, chairman of the art 
department at Pennsylvania State 
University will present $700 In 
awards donated by the University 
Alumni Association. 
Gallery hours are from 8 a.m.- 
5 p.m., Monday-Friday, and 2-5 
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
-Review 
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I Casting highlights 'Summertree' 
By PENNY M. LANDAU 
Of the many shows that I have 
viewed at Bowling Green, I have 
found none that can compare to the 
power and pathos of "Summer- 
tree" by Ron Cowen. The play 
concerns a young man's life, from 
childhood to his eventlal demise 
in the war-torn Jungle of some 
forgotten battleground. 
The young man, as he Is called, 
appears to be every young boy In 
the throes of growing up, facing 
the pangs of first love, the bitter 
taste of war and the fact that 
"sometimes you have to do things 
you don't like." 
The young man Is expertly played 
by Rick Loh man, senior In the Col- 
lege of Education. He brings the 
sensitivity of the young man and 
his scorn for things material and 
yearning for things aesthetic to 
every   mi'miier   of the audience. 
Robert Arnold, junior in the col- 
lege of Education,  portrayed the 
father. His performance never 
wavers and the audience gets the 
picture of the type of man he is. He 
wants to love his son, but Is a- 
frald to show he cares for it is 
a sign of weakness. 
Christine Phillips, freshman In 
College of Education, did a fine 
Job as mother, showering her son 
with love, perhaps to too great 
an extent. She portrays the mo- 
ther's concern with warmth and 
understanding. She cannot really 
blame her husband for her loss 
and she makes the audience real- 
ize that part of the guilt is her's 
also. 
Fltz Ford, junior in the College 
of Business administration, gave a 
truly convincing performance of 
the fellow soldier, who hates the 
war as much as the young man, 
but realizes that he has a job 
to do and It is either kill or be 
killed, so he kills, with little re- 
gret. 
I am always on my guard when 
It comes to children in the thea- 
tre, yet the boy, played by Kirk 
Elliott, son of Mrs. Alison Elliot 
and a filth grade student at Crim 
Elementary School, proved to be 
quite convincing. 
The most sensitive performance 
of the evening was that of the girl, 
played by Becky Halnes, sopho- 
more In Liberal Arts. Together 
they explore science, dream of 
gypsies and their sonata and make 
their lives "preserved forever in 
plastic." Miss Halnes gives us 
the warmth of youth, the trials of 
love and the honest realization that 
it never does last forever. 
R. Wayne Smith, graduate student 
in the department of Speech, is to 
be commended on his choice of 
cast. All his actors fit their 
parts and bring the message of 
Mr.   Cowen's   play to life.     He 
could have blocked some of his 
scenes with a little more finesse. 
At times the actors seemed awk- 
ward in their movement. 
The sound gave an eerie feeling 
to the play, thanks to the re- 
cordings of Gene Klmball, a junior 
in the College of Education, re- 
cordings. Brlant Hamor Lee, In- 
structor in the department of 
speech, has done an excellent job 
on the iecluilc.il end of the pro- 
duction. The set and the tree he 
has created seems to grasp every- 
one within reach, holding fast the 
young man as he dies with its 
ever open arms toward heaven. 
Cowen, 23, graduate student at 
the University of Pennsylvania, has 
also written "Saturday Adoption," 
a 90-minute special for CBSwhlch 
was televised last fall. He Is 
presently working on the screen- 
play for "Summertree." 
Research Center to promote 
study of Great Lakes history 
Have any "Junk"? More pre- 
cisely, do you have any old per- 
sonal letters, diaries, books, or 
publications dealing with local his- 
tory? If so, you could contribute 
them to the newest research cen- 
ter on campus. 
The Northwestern Ohio Great 
Lakes Research Center was ori- 
ginated in the past academic year 
by Dr. Richard J. Wright, assist- 
ant professor of history. 
Dr. Wright said, "Lake history 
Is one of the areas of American 
history that has remained virtual- 
ly untouched In thehlstorlcal field. 
The idea Is to provide for a ser- 
ious study of lake history." 
Dr. Wright, whose personal motto 
Is, "from hobby to obsession to 
profession," then stated the rea- 
sons for promoting northwestern 
Ohio history. 
"First, local history is Just com- 
ing into prominence in the national 
scene. Secondly, there Is great 
community interest in lake history 
that has remained obscure. It will 
make for better relations between 
the University and the com inanity. 
Third, the center is hoping to 
become a repository for county 
government records for the 21- 
county basis of northwestern Ohio. 
It would be a archival center of 
great significance," said Dr. 
Wright. 
Dr. Wright, who has a personal 
collection of 20,000 photographs of 
ships and related lake history, plans 
on having them documented for ref- 
erence. 
The material Is for graduate and 
under-graduate use and is on loan 
to the library on a restricted use 
basis. The largest single  collec- 
Enrollment hits 
grand total 13,169 
University enrollment has 
reached an all-time high for the 
spring term, according to Glenn 
L Van Wormer, registrar. 
The grand total of 13,169 for the 
spring quarter tops last year's 
second semester total by 535. How- 
ever, 1,287 less students are now 
on campus than In September and 
384 less than January. 
Included in the grand total are 
1,143 students attending classes at 
the University s three academic 
centers and the Flrelands Campus 
in Huron. 
The College of Education ranks 
highest in enrollment with 6,547 
students, nearly 200 more than a 
year ago. Students In the College 
of Business Administration num- 
ber 2,220 with a gain of 73 over 
last year. The College of Liberal 
Arts marked a gain of 138 with a 
grand total of 2,782. 
The Graduate School enrollment 
also showed an Increase with 1,208 
students, 147 more than last year 
and 105 over last quarter. 
A breakdown of the grand total 
shows 11,836 students from Ohio, 
1,179 from the other 49 states, and 
■ 
tlonon lake history has taken ap- 
proximately 20 years to accumu- 
late. The center has begun to micro- 
film records In the National Ar- 
chives in connection with the Great 
Lakes Project. 
Dr. Wright wants the research 
center, once it is completed, to 
become an lnter-dlsclpllnary pro- 
ject in which other University de- 
partments may make useof the ma- 
terials. 
ALPHA DELTS 
Wish The Lacrosse 
Team A Victory Over 
Dennitson Sat. 
Bill says 
advertising only benefits 
big companies. But who started 
aerosol shave cream? 
A small outfit, who 
backed a good idea 
with advertising. 
Back in the '50's, a modest si/ed com- 
pany named Carter Products came up with 
something new an aerosol pushbutton 
lather called RISE. 
They didn't have much money for ad- 
vertising—barely one-tenth of what the 
leading brushless shave cream was 
spending. 
But that was enough  RISE was a hit. 
Naturally, the bigcompanies came back 
with their own aerosol brands But the hot- 
ter competition got, the more people tried 
RISE Today, RISE sells over 15 times what 
it did in its first year—thanks largely to all 
this advertising. 
Maybe you, like Bill, think advertising 
favors big companies, raises prices, keeps 
unwanted products on the market. But ac 
tual cases prove just the opposite. Advertis- 
ing helps lower prices (look at color TV). 
Promotes new ideas (like RISE). Gives us 
a choice. Helps imaginative smaller com- 
panies compete (Volkswagen, for instance). 
Interested' Write us. We'll gladly send 
you more facts about advertising. You'll 
find they speak for themselves. 
In the meantime, keep an open mind. 
... UTAVI 
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Singer song-writer hopes for first record 
By SUSIE McCULLOUGH 
Staff Reporter 
He's not a folkslnger, a lot of 
his music Is contemporary, a mix- 
ture of blues  and folk.     If he 
needs   a   label,   he  wants  to  be 
called   a   "singer   song-writer." 
Slnjer song-writer John Bas- 
sette played on the < offeehouse 
Circuit last night to an audience 
of about forty. 
In spite of the sparse crowd, 
Ilassette gathered the group close 










1051 N. Dixie Hwy. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Ph. 353-3611 
as contemporary songs. 
"I don't sing the blues like a 
94-year-old man from the Miss- 
issippi delta or like a blue-eyed, 
19-year-old, blond from Liver- 
pool, England," Ilassette said. "I 
sing the blues like John Ilasset- 
te. " 
Although once told by his pub- 
lisher that protest songs are 
"out." nevertheless. Ilassette in- 
cluded a protest in his reper- 
toire. "This song," said Bas- 
sette, "was written right after 
President Johnson solved the riots. 
It's dedicated to the Congress of 
the United States, wherever they 
are." 
Ilassette, who writes much of 
Ids own material, remarked "the 
hardest thing to do is to evaluate 
your own music. I wis once told 
to write at least one song a week," 
he said. "You write a lot of bad 
songs, but you learn from each 
song." 
Hassette, torn In Richmond, 
Virginia, started singing In choirs. 
"The kind with the long white 
rol>es and the big , floppy bows," 
he said. 
He attended Virginia Union Un- 
iversity for 3 1/2 years, but was 
"kicked out for overcuttlng.   The 
choir kept me In college", he 
said, "and I'll always believe 
that a 7:30 a.m. chemistry lab 
was my downfall." 
Bassette had a professional job 
waiting though, and "kinda lucked 
his way through." He played Carn- 
egie Hall and one network, the 
Hollywood Palace, of which five 
minutes were pre-empted by Rich- 
ard Nixon. "Guess who's five 
minutes were pre-empted'."' Bas- 
sette commented. 
He has also done some acting, 
but that "just kinda happened," 
Bassette said. The first Broad- 
way show he played in closed in 
four days. The second, however, 
was "Golden Hoy" In wlilch Bas- 
sette played a principle role with 
Sammy Davis, Jr., for six months. 
"Acting is a different thing," 
said Bassette. "I like singing, 
doing my own thing. In acting, 
I'm confined by the role I'm play- 
ing." 
Having already played on the 
Coffeehouse Circuit at Case 
Western Reserve and Ohio Un- 
iversity, Bassette is looking for- 
ward to his next stop, Oberlln 
College. "I hear It's a groovy 
place to be," he said. 
C ommenting on Bowling Green, 
Bassette remarked in a W.C.Fields 
voice, "I went to Bowling Green 
the other day. It was closed." 
After he finishes the Circuit, 
Bassette will  by  "trying  to get 
something done" with a record- 
ing. While he waits for the re- 
cord to be released, Bassette will 
be doing "anything that comes 
along that I can stomach." 
rri.-Sat.-Sun. 





 AT 12:00 
METRO GOLDWYN MAYERm«- 
Prix I 
IN SUPER PANAVISION'ANP METROCOLOR 
SINGER,   SONGWROTER-John   Basette,   performer  of   folk  and 
blues, will be appearing tonight and Sunday in the Carnation Room 
as part of the UAO Coffeehouse Circuit. 
Campus calendar 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. Wednes- 
day   in   the   River  Room of  the 
Union. 
SAILING CLUB 
Will  be  sailing on the campus 
lake  Saturday and Sunday.    Any- 
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THE WELL CRAFTED LEG 
A reminder that it is, after all, our most famous specialty. Plainfront 
trousers in every possible fabric, color and pattern But in only one 
fit. Perfection. Won't you see us now, for a leg-up on the warm 
season now opening? 
lite traditional $tti 
one who Is Interested in sailing 
Is Invited. The club will also 
hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m. at 
the lake. In case of rain, It will 
be held In the lobby of the Stu- 
dent Services Building. 
UCF 
Will sponsor Its "Sunday at Six" 
program with a 50 cent meal at 
5 p.m. and a discussion at 6 p.m. 
Charles Fur man, operations pro- 
duction manager of WBGU-TV, 
will lead the discussion on mass 
communications and the formation 




Jams Joplin • Jefferson Air- 
plane • Creedence Clearwater 
Revival • Iron Butterfly • 
Canned Heat • Crosby,, Stills, 
and Nash • Mothers of'Inven- 
tion  •  3  Dog  Night  •   Byrds 
• Procol Harum • Mary Hop- 
kins • Johny Winter • Moody 
Blues • Chicago Transit Au- 
thority •Buttarfield Blues Band 
• B. B. King • Buddy Miles 
Express • Craiy World of Arthur 
Brown • Savoy Brown • Mother 
Earth  •   Sir  Douglas  Quintet 
.   • Little Richard • Mcby Grape 
August 1-2-3 
Atlantic City Race Track 
Atlantic City, N.J. 
3 PERFORMANCES: 
Tickets J6 per performance. (15 tor 
3 performances Send sell addressed 
stamped envelope to Electric Factory, 
2201  Arch  St..  Phila .  Pa    19103 
More about 
Michalski      *yl"$te r. "°"e.d 
(Continued from page 1) 
Michalski said his main approach 
to dealing with the administration 
will be one of compromise. He 
commented that a proposal Is being 
formulated which would place stu- 
dent representatives on the Univer- 
sity Board of Trustees In an ad- 
visory status. 
Concerning the present grant of 
powers to the student council, Mi- 
chalski said, "The grant of powers 
need revision, and I think th» ad- 
ministration realizes it. with the 
new streamlined structure of Stu- 
dent Council,   we well be able to 
operate effectively, but we could do 
more  if  the grant was changed." 
Michalski also saw the need for 
a student voter analysis to be con- 
ducted. He said Its aim would be 
to find out why students vote for 
a candidate, and w!iy students vote 
a "split ticket". 
"Candidates for student offices 
are allowed to spend $100 each for 
their campaign," Michalski said, 
"and the analysis would find out 
if running on a ticket with others 
to pool money actually helps or 
hinders a candidate's chances for 
election." 
top Greek coed 
The highest honor for sorority 
women, the "Outstanding Greek 
Woman" was awarded to Gall Syl- 
vester of South Euclid, senior In the 
College of Education. The award 
Is based on service to the Universi- 
ty, sorority, and the Greek system 
Miss Sylvester Is the second 
vice president of Panhellenlc 
Council, president of Kappa Delta 
social sorority, and a member of 
"Who's Who in American Colleges 
and Universities" and Golden 
Torch, Greek woman's honorary 
organization. 
,<Gr 
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CR THEY GO 
'04 Pontlac Cat. com., con oletely 
rebuilt by IA major, 1'S, P.B., 
Ilk* new. $950.   352-5877 
Portable T.Y. Good rereptlon. $40 
354-9952 alter 5. 
•69 Catnaro - save - dealer costs. 
Going Into service. Must sell. 
After5 p.m. Call 354-9952 
•62 Chevy 6 stick. $300 or offer. 
Call 352-7262 
classifieds 
Tht Rom ins are coming! Get 
high for the Al>Pl-DT.) toffaptrty 
lonlte!' 
congratulations Mary, May Queen 
Finalist, Delta Zeta Km.2 (Judy, 
Mar tie, and Cher). 
tiienr'.The Phi Mu'swant their 
sign hack. 
1966 50x10 mobile home with util- 
ity shed located on lot 15 minutes 
from campus. Call 1-833-5^15 
P.U.S. Q*« are wondering II Mar- 
cla managed to keep her pin long 
enough   for  the   ad   to   come  out. 
Zeebs and Alpha Siys, c;am na Phi's 
are ready to go. victory' Gairma 
Phi's. 
Congratulations I ►lane on your sig 
i p lavallerlng and Jennifer on your 
Kappa S|g pinning. Your Alpha 
Chi sisters. 
time.   The Alpha D*1U, 
Fall '69 Kush Sign np May 1 11 
10, 8-5 p.m.. Pink Dogwood Mta 
$100 Registration Fee. 
Congratulations to our two Karens 
on becoming members of QuldM 
Torch -Alpha Gun :.ove - Your 
sisters. 
Hlg Julie - Fverythlng's coming 
up roses and you're the best of 
the  bunchl  DZ love,  Little Linda. 
ADPI's had a ''thumping" good 
time at the P1KF Tea: 
2   bedroom   Apt.   for   summer  at 
Winthrop Terrace.   Furnished. 
Call Sophie at 354-8832 
Rooms: female students for Sum- 
mer and Fall, near campus. 352- 
7365 
ApU. Brand new, 2 bedroom for 
rent for 4 students for Fall. Also 
older Apts. for rent to students. 
Call Newlove Realty 353-7381 
Will sublet two bedroom, furn. 
Greenvlew Apt. (alr-cond. optional; 
Summer. Call 352-7222 
Wanted coed to do light housework 
and babysitting In exchange for 
room and board. 69-70 school 
year and/or summer '69. Car 
needed. Call 823-7555 after 5. 
Not long distance. 
Apt. to sub-lease for summer-Air 
conditioned, 2 bedrooms, furnished. 
University Courts.    Call 352-7241 
Patrick Quivey Murphy, and 
Alumns of SAL are coming to BG 
to begin training for a world Mar- 
athon contest to be held In Mun- 
ich, Germany, Beer capital of the 
world. Training with the Brothers 
will begin this weekend. 
CONGRATS PREZ! WE LOVE YOU 
BOB!! Mooney 20. 
Get In the " Swing' • with the Gold 
Team this Saturday. BG va Kent 
State. 
Gamma Phi's - Get "spirits high" 
for Saturday. 
Congrats Barb on your I'AO office. 
We knew you could do It! TheKD's. 
Only 316  days to go.   Happy Anni- 
versary, Ralph!  Love, V. 
Congratulations Bill and Jan on your 
lavallerlng.      Sigma  Nu   Pledges. 
Congratulations Diane and Rich on 
your lavallerlng. ZHT. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Alpha ( hl's are proud of their new 
Golden Torch Sisters, Candy, Linda 
and Jean. 
Linda, congratulations on your se- 
lection to Golden Torch Society! 
KD Pledges. 
ADP1 Pledges think TKKE parties 
are tuff. 
D.U. Pledges say: Thanks, Alpha 
Gamma   Delta   Pledges   for  a  fun 
weekend! 
Ben, you have made me so very 
happy! Happy second, dummy. Your 
Lehben. 
Good Luck BG Stlckmen. Beat 
Denison for Win Number 10. 
Wopper! 
263 and Team-Stick Denison where 
II hurts - The Groovin' Lacrosse 
Lovers In 261. 
The sisters of Phi Mu Congratu- 
late Leslie Sherry, I960 Sigma Nu 
Sweetheart. 
Little Kathy - Congrats on going 
active. I'm proud of ya! Love, 
Phi Mu Big, Nancy. 
Paillette, Jane, Dee, and Pam-Con- 
gratulations on your recognition 
awards at the Panllel dessert. Phi 
M i Pledges. 
Congratulations to our new "ac- 
tive" Phi Mu's.   PhiMu Pledgee. 
The IIYDROLIC HOOM at 500 Leh- 
man Ave. weekend days of May 
16,17,24,30. 
-   I I A A 
AROUND THE WORLD-Mem- 
bers of Sigma Nu prepare for 
their bike marathon which be- 
gan last night at 8 p.m. and 
will continue until 8 p.m. May 
15. For the second consecu- 
tive year the fraternity is spon- 
soring the marathon to raise 
money for the USO. Members 
will   ride for  168 hours. 
1). U. Pledges   say: 
Actives - 0. 
Dirty  Dlez -3 
Lost: Amber eyeglasses In vicinity 
of Conklln. Reward. 112 Rodgers, 
Ph. 2661 
I oat: Sterling silver Charm Brace- 
let In inn. 302 Women's Bldg. If 
found, please call Coletta 354-4731 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
To whomever turned In my wallet 
Intact:   Thanks  for your honesty. 
Alpha Delta gef'Sprung" for Spring 
Weekend. 
Congratulations Iris andJoeonyour 
SAE,   pinning.       The   Phi   Mu's. 
Dick says: "If there are any re- 
cords around here to be broken, 
I'LL do UHI" 
Call - Outstanding Greek Woman - 
Congratulations! I KD Pledges. 
Thanks roomies, for all your help! 
You're Irreplaceable. Love, Farina 
Barb • - Now U.A.O Director - 
CONGRATULATIONS on your vic- 
tory.  KD Pledges. 
Big 'Small' -Congrats on G.T.S. 
your proud lltte Schwannee. 
D.U. clean-up crew, glad YOU could 
make It! 5 late Alpha Game. 
Good things come In SMALL pack- 
ages, Duarps. 
Chris -You may have been a good 
mistress, but you'll make an even 
batter wife.P-Hear«. Dlng-A-Llng. 
To Tweety, the most outstanding 
Greek woman - no one deserved 
It morel Love In KD, Your sisters. 
Ride needed to cleveland,Wed.,May 
14,   before 4 a.m. Call 354-8604 
Congratulations to Joe union on 
your SAL' pinning from the Greatest 
Pledge Class ever. 
Sig Eps: We're high for a victory 
party   Friday   night!   KD  Pledges 
Happiness Is getting a Sigma Chi 
Derby. 
The Delta Zeta's wish our Baaeball 
team victories over Kent State this 
weekend. 
Chris It Russ - Remember bow 
>slmple life used to be? Congrat- 
ulations on your engagement. 
'Roomies. < 
Gamma Phi Beta - Best of Luck 
this weekend. Love, "The Spirited 
'36". 
Want to see something funnier than 
the BG vs Hall state Football game? 
Come to the DERBY DAY GAMES. 
Sat., May 10.   Sigma Chi Pledges. 
$1 dinner special Pettl's Alpen- 
horn Room. Full course Veal Par- 
mesan onFrl. and Sat. 5-6. June4-7. 
Delta Zeta Love to the best of the 
Big's:   Rita.     Your Little, I.lbby. 
Jim - Boat Denison on Defense! 
Kill 'em 36/63. 
Happiness Is having a "Golden 
Torch"Blg...Alpha Gam Love, your 
Littles. 
Betas -Alpha c hl's are psyched 
for the Bed race and Derby Day. 
VOLUNTEERS WNTED - SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT. 
TIME INVOLVED: HOUR AND A 
HALF. PAYMENT $1.50 Call 
Sociology Small Group Laboratory 
between 1 and5 p.m.Eat. 3291 
KD'a are proud of their Golden 
Torch Pledge, Linda Small. 
Wanted Folk Singers al Pettl's 
Alpenhorn Room.Frl.-SaLnlteat9.~ 
"Break our Hearts, but Don't Steal    p'«"   thsnks, for the Tes-rUHc 
you can lose your lead 
down the road ot 29 south 
erie 
eerie music blows better 
blews 
heavy light show 
welterweight music 
no one leaves with 
a golden tongue 
you can grab a head 
down the road at 29 south 
erie 
eerie blews blow better 
music 
light heavy show 
wait music well rer/ 
/non golden leaves with 
tong 
support your local freaks 
when there is only one 
hoarse 
in town you 
you ride horses! 
r\ • if • <J • • • 
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I will switch to Tampax tampons, 
the internal sanitary protection 
that outsells all others combined. 
I will ride a bike, swim, play 
tennis, dance... and do my daily 
exercises every day of the month 
if I wish. 
I will no longer worry about the 
discomfort and inconvenience ■ 
of sanitary napkins, pins and   ,♦ 
belts. 'J- 
I will be more relaxed and 
confident in any situation      Jt 
because Tampax tampons cahji* 
•show or cause odor. *J 
I will be completely comfoi tatolb 
'because Tampax tampons-Caifl 
rbe felt when they're properlyfflL 
Place.  ,. r-^ 
vtnON.S    ABC   MAOC  ONLY I 
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'Just Another Band' not just another band 
By DANEENE J. FRY 
Staff Reporter 
"Jerry and I used to be In a 
band together, I ran some crazy 
ad In the paper to find some guys 
Interested In playing," explained 
Roger Schmidt, leader of Just A- 
nother Band. "Jim and Tony 
called, and the first time we started 
Jammin', It sounded pretty good." 
The group started playing to- 
gether In Uscember, 1968. Tony 
Marvin, sophomore In Liberal 
Arts, plays drums for the group, 
and Jim Nartker, freshman In 
Business, plays bass guitar. Roger 
Schmidt, who terms himself "a 
graduate student In exile," plays 
lead guitar and sings, while Jerry 
Van Asdale, graduate In Liberal 
Arts who Is now enrolled In Edu- 
cation, plays guitar and organ for 
the group. 
Ronna Cohen, freshman in Edu- 
cation, has recently Joined the 
group as lead singer. "I was stu- 
dent teaching In the high school 
where Ronna was a student," ex- 
plained Schmidt. "When she came 
to BG she'd never sung before and 
had never had any music lessons, 
so I knew she'd be good." 
The name of the group came by 
accident. "We were talking about 
how there are so many similar 
bands—thousands of them—and 
Jerry said we were Just another 
band," Schmidt said. "We all did 
double-takes and decided that was 
ihe name." 
The band has some difficulty 
finding a place to practice. "Peo- 
ple on this campus, most dorm dl- 
dlrectors for example, are pretty 
much down on this stuff. A lot of 
it might have to dl with the fact 
that It's so loud," Schmidt said. 
"If you want to practice Beeth- 
oven that's one thing, but hot stuff 
Is out." 
Marvin emphasized how impor- 
tant a solution to this problem Is 
to groups. "How can you really 
communicate without knowing your 
band?" He continued, "people 
around here really don't listen to 
the bands," and Van Asdale added, 
"Places that hire you have the 
same attitude." 
"In this area, they compare 
you to Motown. You have to play 
the Top 30 to work," commented 
Nartker. "Kids expect you to be 
a live Juke box." He feels the 
situation is starting to Improve 
somewhat. "The renaissance on 
the East and West coast is start- 
ing to spread to the Midwest. Stu- 
dents are becoming aware that the 
Top 30 Isn't the only thing." 
"A lot of our stuff is pretty 
arbitrary because different guys 
pick up different records," Van 
Asdale said. "We have a lot of 
variety—the Grass Roots, Janls 
Joplln and some underground." 
"My ultimate in a group Is Blood, 
Sweat and Tears, with horns and 
all," said Nartker. "There's a 
new movement, and blues are be- 
coming big." 
"I agree with Jim; my favorite 
group is Blood, Sweat and Tears," 
Miss   Cohen   said.      "I   wish   I 
could be a cross between David 
Clayton Thomas, Janls Joplln and 
Barbra Streisand." Van Asdale 
enjoys the Byrds, Country and 
Western   music  and blues piano. 
"I really don't have a favorite 
grpup," commented Marvin.   "If 
they have a good song, I like It. 
I guess I'm partial to the Rascals, 
and I like the style of Dylan," 
He suggested that Ringo Starr Is 
probably the most phenomenal 
drummer. 
They expressed the desire to do 
musical satire similar to that of 
the Mothers of Invention. "I think 
lt'd be good, but around this area 
I don't think you'd get jobs," Miss 
Cohen said. " The fun thing around 
here is lt'd go over everybody's 






BEST PLEDGE CLASS 
'GRADES 
JUST    ANOTHER    BAND -Tony    Morvin,   Ronna     Schmidt (on top) plan their next trip to 29 Erie. 
Cohon, Jerry VanAsdaU, Jim Nartker and Roger 
65 ft. balloon to ascend today 
A 65-foot hot air balloon will 
ascend from inner campus Friday 
afternoon as a part of Spring Week- 
ends activities. 
Charles MacArthur, 41, Tolland, 
Conn., is bringing the ancient and 
purest form of flight to campus. 
At 4 p.m. Friday, Mr. MacArthur 
will talk about the history of bal- 
looning—something he has re- 
searched out well and can speak 












* SIZES S!M!L. 
'DRAW STRING WAIST 
Choice of: 
NAVY WHITE, BEIGE 
MAIZE OR LT. BLUE 
$6.99 USUALLY $9.00 
humorously. He will give his talk 
on the front steps of Williams 
Hall. 
Following his talk, Mr. Mac- 
Arthur will attempt an ascension 
In his balloon. Mr. MacArthur 
warns that wind conditions have 
to be perfect for a balloon to 
be Inflated and take off, noting 
, that winds over five miles an hour 
can prevent Inflation. He will 
also attempt a flight ove Wood 
County on Saturday around 2:30 
p.m. 
Propan burners heat the air and 
can keep a balloon aloft for about 
two hours. 
Since hndlngs are at best, un- 
predictable (they have been ac- 
curately described as "controlled 
crashes"), It has been the custom 
of balloonlsts to carry a bottle 
of champagne on each flight to 
help pacify persons who may be- 
come upset at having a balloon un- 
ceremoniously dumped on their 
property. 
"We always carry a bottle to 
give to somebody If we land on 
their property," Mac Arthur says. 
"Of course, we never drink in 
the air," he added. 
Ballooning Is a tremendously 
Interesting and fascinating sport 
Mr. MacArthur says, and people 
attending Spring Weekend activi- 
ties on the campus can learn 
about It from one of the nation's 
leading "balloonatics." 
The Sisters Of 
Kappa Delta 
Congratulate 
Miss Gail Sylvester 
Outstanding 
Greek Woman, 1969 
The BG New*. Friday, May 9, 1969/Page 9 
BG netters travel to Oxford, 
must end winning home stand 
'wV.. *>4fc' 
ROUGH-The Rugby Club will 
see some more of its rough ac- 
tion Saturday at 2 p.m. on 
Sterling Farm. (Key Photo by 
Tieh.) 
Cricket club to hold 
practice   oi Saturday 
The Bowling Green cricket club 
Is having Its first practice session 
at 4 p.m. Saturday on the field 
behind the Ice arena. All per- 
sons Interested are Invited to at- 
tend. 
There have been some official 
matches scheduled for May 18, 
May 24, and June 1. 
Interested persons may contact 
the following for further Informa- 
tion: John Jemmott 3302, Elite 
Bowman 2272, and Igbal Razul 
352-1385. 
It's too bad all tennis matches 
can't be played on home courts. 
Bowling Green has played unde- 
feated tennis at home In all four 
attempts, with one more home con- 
test remaining. 
Tomorrow the netters will try 
their skills at Oxford In a game 
with Miami. 
The Redskins have won three 
MAC titles and have finished among 
the top three teams In 17 of 22 
years. Last year, however, Miami 
finished one from the bottom with 
a record of 3-10. 
In this year's action, Miami 
has already recorded an 8-1 loss 
to Western Michigan, a team BG 
beat handily, 7-2. 
The Falcons have won six 
matches In a row, and have been 
victorious In eight of their last 
nine outings. Among MAC teams 
prior to this week's play, Bowl- 
ing Green's overall 9-4 record 
Is second to Toledo, having an 
11-4 ledger. Behind Bowling Green 
is Kent, with a record of 7-6 
and then follows Ohio University, 
Marshall, and Western Michigan, 
before the last place dwellers, 
Miami, sporting an 1-4 record. 
Mike Miller Is currently leading 
the team with a fine 12-1 sin- 
gles  record.     Dennis Cavanaugh 
and Mike Costello both have 10- 
3 records. 
After the match with Miami, 
BG faces Michigan and Toledo 
before finishing their season here 
next Saturday against OU. 
0-oi.l**«f* •» »MK1. !•*.' 
When you come 
in for service, 
we don't call you 
"the guy with 
the Volkswagen!' 
You're the gentleman with the 
lube job. 
Or the lady with the wheel 
alignment. 
Or the couple with the tune- 
up. 
We specialize in Volkswagen 
service. It's our bread and butter. 
So when you drive in, were 
all VW business. 
evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m. 
Lou La Riche, Inc.   /ov 
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East   V&) 
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center) 
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Why don't you catch the action? 
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SHARING'S THE   KEY -These  BG trackmen find    against a host of competition in the Falcon home 
cooperation   the  only   way  to  win   in   mailing a   match this last weekend. 
smooth    exchange   of   the   baton   in   their rally (Photos by Tim Culek) 
laugh u king 
kick on tao 
all kinza 
hiddn wrds 
but you can hear it like 
it ought to be 
up 1-75 29 south erie 
they might open your head 
and drop all kinza 
nasty things into the empty 
spaces there 
then again you might not go 
to 29 south erie 
you might already be there. 
TOO MUCH STUFF 
TO TAKE HOME? 
TAKE IT ALL IN A 
LI-HAUL 
Tor |usl .i few cenls .i mile, 
you (jn put everything in 
an easy-towing U-Haul 
rental trailer Bumper hitch 
provided tree Rent your 
trailer here, turn it in 10 a 
II Haul Dealer in your home 
neighborhood, Or net a 
foursome together, and split 
IMIauls low COS) foui ways! 
Reserve 
Your  It.>il,T  Iml.n 
Mason's 
Gulf 





BY DENNY WHITE 
Assistant Sports Editor 
"We'll find out how good we are 
next week," predicted team captain 
Jim Brown In the locker room alter 
the qulntangular home meet last 
Saturday, which Bowling Green won 
by a big margin. 
Brown was referring to the tri- 
angular meet at Oxford tomorrow, 
when the Falcon thinclads tangle 
with Miami and defending league 
champion Western Michigan. 
The talent rich Broncos, who 
have whipped Toledo, Ohio U, and 
Marshall In succession, may over- 
look BG while concentrating on 
the host Redskins. 
Miami placed third In the MAC 
Championship last year, but they 
still lead WM in league titles 
11-10, 
Although Bowling Green appears 
to be a Just a third party, the 
Falcons rank second In the latest 
Mld-Amerlcan Conference "best 
marks'* list with five first places, 
compared to six for Western and 
four for MU. 
Sid Sink has the best times so 
far In the two, three, and six 
mile races, Jim Reardon holds 
a slight lead over Miami's Pete 
Miller in the discus with a throw 
of ni'8" and Bobby James heads 
the 100 yard dash group with a 
wind  aided time of :9.4 seconds. 
James may have to run :9.4 
again to beat WM's Tom Randolph, 
who has run :9.6, and Is the cur- 
rent leader In the 220 and 440 
yard dashes also. The other 
leading Broncos are Jerry I.ieben- 
berg with a fantastic time of 8:56.2 
In the steeplechase, Jack Magels- 
sen In the 880, Jim Mitchell and 
Rod Mack In the long and triple 
jumps, and Leroy Dlxon, who Is 
tied with Miami's Steve Fisher 
at 6' 6" in the high Jump. 
The Redskins are tops In the mile 
relay with WM a close second, 
Dave Stewart and Ken Snowden 
are 1-2 In the mile ahead of 
Sink, and Miles Lowry is the leader 
In the 440 hurdles for the Red- 
skins. The 1969 NCAA Indoor pole 
vault champion was MU's Les 
Smith, and the Broncos will counter 
with the 1968 MAC champion Wayne 
Lambert, 
Bowling Green's Sink Is expected 
to run In the one and three mile 
races tomorrow, and aside from 
the ones mentioned, he will have 
to watch out for Mike Hazllla of 
Western and Paul Olmstead of 
Western Michigan. 
The Falcons' Dan Lltzinger and 
Jeff Huston will probably also find 
their toughest opponentsfromWM, 
Warren Vonverse and JohnPiatek 
In the hammer and Javelin res- 
pectively. Another tight BG-WM 
battle might take place in the 120 
hurdles where Paul Zitco is tied 
for first with his time of 14 
seconds flat followed by a quartet 
of Bronco hurdles, to give an in- 
dication of their depth. 
All three teams should be close 
In the running of the 440 relays 
where Bobby James, Jim Gagnet, 
Jim Brown, and Bob Home 
streaked to a 41.9 time last week 
in starting the rout of Toledo, 
Ashland, Central Michigan, and 
Cleveland State. 
THIS STUDENT STANDS OUT 
FROM ALL THE REST 
She's one of many who have turned their 
backs on 'ponies,' canned opinions, and 
gimmicky review notes. For exams and 
term papers she uses TCIs—collections 
of the world's most outstanding literary 
criticism by the world's most outstand- 
ing authorities. And then she forms her 
own opinions. You too can be an out- 





Look for the TCIs you need. Among the many 
books in the series: Twentieth Century 
Interpretations of 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn • Gulliver's 
Travels • Hamlet • Keats's Odes • The Scar- 
let Letter • The Sound and the Fury • Walden 
Available at your bookstore 
SPECTRUM /®\ BOOKS 
Write tor your complete listing of TCIs: 
Dept. CAC-N, PRENTICE-HALL, Inc.. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632 
Falcon diamond team 
plays lowly Flashes 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bowling Green's varsity baseball 
squad travels to Kent State today 
and tomorrow for an Important 
three-game series against the 
Golden Flashes. 
While Coach Young has consist- 
ently guided Bowling Green to ex- 
cellent seasons,the 60's have found 
the MAC championship crown ex- 
tremely elusive. The best finishes 
BG could muster were third spots 
in 1963,1965, and 1967. 
This year coud be different. 
With three weekend cards re- 
maining, two against top conten- 
ders, the Falcons are in the thick 
of the race with a 6-3 mark. The 
two league leaders met last Fri- 
day and Saturday with Western 
Michigan tightening the scramble by 
bouncing Ohio U. two out of three 
times, while surprising Marshall 
kept pace with BG by downing Kent 
twice. 
Miami (3-7), Toledo (1-5) and 
Kent (1-8) rounding out the pack, 
appear out of this year's battle. 
Kent State will be out to play 
the role of spoUer. One win in 
three games would be Just that 
because the Falcons are already 
one game behind Western in the 
all-important loss column. 
Either Marshall or WM will have 
their MAC UUe bid hampered as 
the Herd hosts the Broncos while 
HALFWAY?-This Falcon pole 
vaulter it suspended hero in 
his jump on the descent. The 
thinclads could be minus their 
top vaulter though in this week- 
end's triangular match at Ox- 
ford. 
Ohio  University  is playing out of 
the conference. 
The following two weekends 
Bowling Green hosts Western 
Michigan and travels toOU In what 
will be the biggest six games of 
the season. Rain could play a big 
factor In determining the crown 
winner as the champion Is decided 
on winning percentage with only 
nine MAC decisions necessary to 
qualify. 
If the Falcon can muscle In past 
OU and WM It will break up a 
two team dynasty "that has enjoyed 
more success than the NewYork 
Yankees. In 21 years of Mld- 
Am baseball, one of these two 
teams has won or shared the title 
every year, with the Broncos tak- 
ing the crown 13 times. Ohio 
has won it outright seven times, 
and  tied with Kent State in 1964. 
The lineup should be much the 
same for BG with John Knox, 2nd, 
Mel Karnehm, ss; Greg Miller, 
If; Russ Hagerty, rf; Bruce Rasor, 
c; Jim Barry, 1st; Jim McKenzle, 
cf; and Bob Hill or Mike Harris, 
3rd; backing up pitchers Ron Well- 
man  Bill Grein and Terry Bork. 
Last season, the Golden Flashes 
got in one of two games with BG, 
registering a 10-3 dlclslon over 
the Falcons. The defeat left the 
Falcon ledger at 3-4 and knocked 
them completely out of the race. 
Although this year's nine had many 
of the same regulars returning, 
experience has played a big fac- 
tor   In  the  better MAC  showing. 
Bowling Green currently stands 
at 15-13 overaU while the Kent 
State nine is 4-14-1. The Falcons 
are approaching the middle of 
a nine-game home stand with De- 
troit coming in next Tuesday, 
followed by Western on the week- 
end and Flndlay the following Tues- 
day. 
W/A sport day 
is this weekend 
The Woman's Intramural Asso- 
ciation will sponsor a sports day 
this Saturday. Teams from area 
colleges and unlverslUes will com- 
pete in tennis, golf, track and field 
and softball. 
The tennis team will host Kent 
State University, Ohio University 
and Ohio Northern University. 
Three singles matches and two 
doubles matches will be played 
against each school. Rounds will 
begin at 10:30, 1:30 and 4 p.m. 
on the courts behind the ice arena. 
The golf team will tee off at 
10 a.m. with Kent, Ohio University, 
and Central Michigan. 
Track and field teams from 
Flndlay College, Defiance College, 
Ohio University, and Kent will 
compete at the Bowling Green High 
School track, beginning at 10 a.m. 
Events Include the 100 yard dash, 
the 440 and 880 relays, broad jump, 
softball, javelin throws, and dis- 
cus   throws   and   the high jump. 
Central Michigan, Kent, and Ohio 
Northern and Ball State University 
will play softball on the diamond 
behind the Life Sciences Building. 
Games will begin at 10 and 11:15 
a.m.  and at  1:30 and 2:45 p.m. 
Held Over   Cla-zel 
2nd Big Week 
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with an incredible 
experiment! 
GENERAL AUDIENCE 
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Stickers seek 10th at Denison 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Denison has held a strangle hold 
on the  top wrung of the Midwest 
lacrosse standings for so long, Its 
with almost boring repltltlon that 
the chase begins each campaign. 
The latest entrant to try and color 
the competition Is Bowling Green 
with   the  mild  assurance of the 
New York Times and Sports Illus- 
trated that they'll unseat the Big 
Red. This Saturday's battle has been 
building since the campaign's start 
over seven weeks ago. 
£Sfr£#S 
PLENTY OF  HELP-Chuck Winters  is  about to    mates    John   Dohms   (12)   and   Steve   Hart (25). 
get plenty of help on this groundball from team- 
Struggling golfers 
try Ashland next 
Bowling Green's llnksters will 
take a 3-8 record to Ashland, Ohio, 
for this weekend's Ashland Invita- 
tional golf tournament, In which 
seven other teams, will compete 
most of them from MAC. 
The tournament will be an Impor- 
tant one for the struggling Fal- 
cons, as it is the next to the last 
competition before the MAC 
Championships. 
Travelling to Ashland will be: 
Tom Bohardt, Ed Hadaway, John 
Anderson, and Sid Rodeheffer, along 
with two others to be chosen through 
qualifiers played this week. Bo- 
hardt, Ed Hadaway, John Anderson, 
and Rodeheffer were picked on the 
basis of their showing at Toledo 
last Monday. 
The Ashland Invitational is ano- 
ther tournament which tests pri- 
marily MAC teams. It was won 
last year by Ohio University, and 
the Bobcats would not surprise 
anyone If they won again this sea- 
son. However, they will face the 
skillful sextet entered by Kent State, 
last year's runners-up, as well 
;io Miami's formidable golf team. 
These three squads should be the 
leaders, and It Is likely that one 
of them will win it all. 
Falcon golf coach Forrest C rea- 
son is anxious for a good showing 
from his players, In anticipation 
of the upcoming MAC Champion- 
ships. "I am looking for consis- 
tency from the team as some Indi- 
cation of our strength for the MAC 
Championships," said Creason. He 
added that "Depending on how they 
do at Ashland, this may be the start- 
ing  team for the Championships" 
The competition will begin Fri- 
day at Ashland and finish on Sat- 
urday, with trophies for winners In 
two divisions, one for Colleges, 
and one for Universities. 
UNLUCKY NUMBER -Not for the Falcons Chuck Winters (13) 
who with 25 points has boon a consistent loader from his midfiold 





Bowling Green with a perfect 
9-0 slate and Denison with a 9-2 
mark axe geared for the Midwest 
showdown at 2 p.m. In Granvllle, 
Ohio and the winner takes the lead 
In the standings. 
"Denison has won so often its old 
hat for them," said Falcon coach 
Mickey Cochrane, while for his 
own stickers despite their un- 
matched success the Midwest title 
has always eluded them. 
"Winning those games was nice, 
but this is the one that counts," 
said Cochrane. 
"I'd have to rate both teams 
physically even," said Cochrane, 
"their strengths and weaknesses 
balance out. The team that wants 
It the most will win and I feel 
we want to win more." 
Denison graduates a lot of stick- 
ers each season but some excellent 
recruiting helps them maintain 
their depth and qualltv. 
While the Falcons have been high- 
ly impressive with a 13.2 offen- 
sive average and a 4.1 mark on 
defense the Denison crew has re- 
turned a strong "eleven" to de- 
fend their title. 
Behind exceptionable depth on the 
mldflelds and attack the Big Red 
has experienced balanced and pro- 
lific scoring to the same degree 
as the Falcons. 
With a stingy defense and an All- 
Amerlcan goalie Bob Martin, the 
Denison club presents an awesome 
picture. 
Denison turned loose both phases 
of the game effectively to destroy 
former power Ohio State 21-3 the 
same week the Falcons blasted Ken- 
yon 17-0. 
The Big Red have six strong 
attackmen and will probably alter- 
nate units freely. The attack is 
led by veterans Warren Ferguson 
and Scott Emerson. Bowling Green 
with John Dohms (36 points) and 
Steve Hart (31) leading the way. 
present as formidable an obstacle 
In their starting unit. Depthwlse 
the hosts hold an edge like they do 
on the midfleld. 
Denison is expected to run four 
very balanced midfields but Coch- 
rane doesn't rate any one unit with 
his first two. The Falcons however 
are slim on midfleld depth with only 
a third unit that functioned well 
on occasions. The third unit will be 
a  must  In this fast moving game. 
Defense compares favorably in 
the game with units of almost equal 
ability according to Cochrane. "I 
doubt if they have limited their 
opponents to as few shots as we 
have though." he said. The ex- 
perienced Falcon defenders have 
made the task easier for young goal- 
ie Sam Glarrusso by holding down 
the total to under 25 shots for all 
but one opponent in their last seven 
games. 
Cochrane does figure the Fal- 
cons to do well In two areas that 
could offset some of the Denison 
depth advantage. 
"We should control the faceoffs 
and It would be to our advantage 
to get the possession," said Coch- 
rane, "the team that controls the 
faces usually wins." 
The second Important factor con- 
cerns the exceptional riding by the 
attack and mldflelds. The Falcons 
have been successful in smashing 
over 50 per cent of the opposi- 
tions clears to help them in game 
control In rolling to their perfect 
record. 
"We feel we can ride their de- 
fense," said Cochrane. 
"One team could have a great 
day and the other could be flat 
and then the score could be big," 
said Cochrane, "but It should bo 
close. We will have to come 
up with an almost perfect day 
mentally and physically." 
WEAVING-Attockman Stove 
Hart (25) finds the weaving 
and twisting to his advantage 










Maumee Youth Camp 
Car Wash 
Saturday , May 10 
9:00 to 3:00 
At 
Stadium View Sunoco 
East Woosfer B At 1-75 
Support The Youth Of Ohio 
He's done now.   His year of 
"radicalism/' as some 
were eager to call it, has 
come to an end, and 
Nick Licate is no longer 
Bowling Green's student body 
president. 
News Managing Editor 
Judy Eicher and Photo Editor 
Tim Culek spent 
an afternoon with 
Nick recently. 
This page is their—and Nick's—story. 
Licate philosophizes on year of innovation 
Nick I.lcate, soon to hand the 
worries and obligations of BG's 
student government over to a new- 
ly elected leader, took some time 
last week to "philosophize" about 
his year as Student Body Pre- 
sident. 
Sitting yoga style amid the books 
and posters that line the walls 
of his room, Licate said, "I made 
a lot of mistakes, maybe more 
than past presidents. But, I sure 
tried to Innovate many new things." 
Yes, It was a year of Innovation 
at BG, and the dark haired, mus- 
tached senior from Cleveland, led 
Bowling Green's student body 
through more controversy this 
year than ever before. 
He weathered personal attacks, 
suffered disappointments when 
disillusioned leaders abandoned a 
sinking student   «hlp, and saw the 
dormitory autonomy movement re- 
ceive a crushing defeat from fhe 
Administration. 
He walked a year long tight- 
rope between radicals and con- 
servatives, while dodging the st- 
ereotyped label of SDS that many 
people threw In his face. He or- 
ganized, explained, pamphleted and 
fought for Student Council bills 
dying a slow death In the lab- 
yrinth hierarchy of "Administra- 
tive Committees." 
Now, "I feel like a lot of other 
students around here feel, frus- 
trated and awfully glad they're 
not going to see BG again," he 
said slowly. 
But, Licate Is not leaving stu- 
dent politics in total despair, be- 
cause he sees "freshness and the 
greatest potential for bringing life 
to  BG.     We have a much more 
open   atmosphere around here 
now." 
He says this "open atmosphere" 
developed because "Student Coun- 
cil gave students respect for them- 
selves." 
But, he Implied that some stu- 
dents just don't know the meaning 
of respect. 
Licate sees BG's basic problem 
as stemming directly from the 
majority of the students. "They're 
career oriented. They're middle 
class kids who are going to lead 
very secure lives. We tried to 
open peoples eyes this year, and 
some of them got hurt." 
Traditional conservatlvlsm, Is 
encouraged by the Administration 
and students learn to prize com- 
placency, says Licate. 
'College Is stupid now. Take 
the Instance of the rock painting 
by Perlgren Pond. It was super- 
fluous, an lrrevelant result of 
an educational system. It was 
good, but a good game. Life 
gets to be a game for students 
some time, and that's why many 
give it all up by going into the 
army." 
His turbulant relationship with 
conservative University President 
William T. Jerome in led many 
to wonder how they both made it 
though the year. Though Licate 
says Dr. Jerome, "had the wrong 
stereotype of what was going 
to happen from the very start," 
i;e maintains that he does have 
a high degree of respect for the 
University's president. 
"It really Is amazing how Dr. 
Jerome could fractlonalize the 
campus so he would have no op- 
position." 
The chaos stemming from the 
Board of Trustees walk-out and 
Dr. Jerome's subsequent Irate 
statements over Toledo TV and 
radio have been Ironed out. 
All In all, Licate thinks he did 
follow through on the platform he 
first campaigned on, the dictum 
of "I want to educate, not the high 
school dictum of I want to serve." 
Soon Licate will be removing a 
certain sign from above his desk 
in a faded red house on West Mer- 
ry Street. "Thou Remalnest," 
in antique letters, weathered a 
year of a Board of Trustees walk- 
out, an almost self-defeating AWS 
controversy, and the heated racial 
overtones of a Black Student Union. 
The future? "I don't know," 
he smiled. "I'm very much Into 
reading a lot and talking to people 
and thinking a lot.   Who knows?" 
The green 
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Calendar 
MONDAY,  MAY 12 
All  Day 
9  a.m. 
11  a.m. 
Sigma Nu Bike Marathon  at Westgate 
The brothers of Sigma Nu will move  their bike to 
Westgate Shopping  Center,  Toledo,   for the  day, 
so shoppers  there will  have  the opportunity of 
contributing to U.S.O.     The bike will  return to 
the Union Oval where peddling will continue 
through the night.     The peddling will  continue 
for 168 continuous hours, with a goal of $1,250 
in  contribution to the  U.S.O. 
Young President's Organization—Panel Discussion 
Representatives  of the new Maumee  Valley  chapter 
of Young President's  Organization  will visit 
the campus  to participate  in  a panel  discussion. 
YPO  is  a national  organization  for young men 
who have become presidents  of their companies 
before  reaching the  age of 35.     Members of the 
panel  are:     Laird McGregor,  Hancock Savings  and 
Loan,   Findlay,  0.;     Steve  Stranahan,  National 
Flight Services, Inc.,Toledo;  Charles McKelvy.Jr., 
First  National Bank,Toledo;   and Dave Welles, 
Lake Shore Industries,  Inc., Toledo.    Their 
topic  is  "The Business Executive Today."    The 
presentation  is  part  of Introduction to Business 
102,   a lecture  series taught by Mrs.  Marie 
Hodges.     Open to the university  community. 
Dogwood Suite,  Union. 
Journalism Seminar 
Norman C.   Clark,  educational  director of the Ohio 
Hospital Association,  will  speak on "Hospital 
Public Relations."    His  talk  is part  of the 
Journalism 3**0 course program, but  is open to 
any  interested students.     Those wishing to 
attend who are not members  of the Jour.   3^0 
class  are  asked to  call  Dr.   Ray Derr,  ext.   3860, 
since space is limited. 
Capital Room,   Union. 
1-5 p.m. Beta Alpha Psi Discussion 
Dr.   Arthur Wyatt,  of the Chicago office,  national headquarters,. 
of Arthur Anderson Public Accounting Firm, will be the guest  of 
the  accounting  honorary  for  informal  discussion.     Dr.  Wyatt   is 
the  author of "Accounting  for  Business  Combinations,"  a  study 
conducted for the American  Institute  of Certified Public Accoun- 
tants.     The  discussion period  is open  to the  university  community. 
Harrison  Room,  Union. 
2 p.m. Journalism Seminar 
The  social  aspects  of industrial health and hospitalization will 
be  discussed by Norman C.   Clark,  educational  director of the 
Ohio Hospital Association.     Mr.   Clark's talk is part of the Jour. 
56l course program, but is open to the public.     Those wishing to 
attend who are not members  of the class  are asked to  contact 
Dr.  Ray Derr, ext.   3860. 
3:^5 - 5:^5 p.m. Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
h  p.m. Panhellenic  Council Meeting 
Alumni  Room,  Union. 
6 p.m. Poetry Class  —  Non-credit  Course 
Offered in  cooperation with the  free  university.     Open to all 
students and  faculty members   interested  in discussion of the 
work  of modern poets,   and students'   work. 
7 p.m. Faculty Pistol  Club 
Hayes Hall. 
7 p.m. Interfraternity Pledge Council Meeting 
Alumni Room, Union. 
7 p.m. Beta Alpha Psi Meeting 
Dr. Arthur Wyatt, of the Arthur Anderson Public Accounting Firm 
(see calendar for 1 p.m.) will be the guest speaker.  He will 
discuss a CPA study "Accounting for Business Combinations," 
which he authored.  Accounting students and faculty members from 
Northwestern Ohio colleges and universities have been invited, 
as well as practicing public accountants in Toledo and the sur- 
rounding area. Open to the public. 
Dogwood Suite, Union. 
8:15 p.m. Student Recital 
Ernest Smith, trumpet, and LaMar Jones, trombone, will perform. 
Free and open to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
9 p.m. Alpha Phi Omega Meeting 
Capital Room, Union. 
TUESDAY, MAY 13  
















High School Campus Tour 
Glenville High School juniors, from Cleveland, will be the guest 
of the Admissions office.  Members of Angel Flight will act as 
guides during their BGSU tour. 
Baseball 
BGSU vs.   Findlay College. 
Stellar Field. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Co-ed Archery  Club Meeting 
Women's Building. 
Theta Alpha Phi  Banquet 
Second annual banquet  for members  of Theta Alpha Phi,  theatre 
honorary,   and their  friends. 
Dogwood Suite,  Union. 
Wood County Schools  Honors Banquet 
Members of the National Honor Society  from all  Wood County 
High Schools will  hold their annual  spring  awards banquet  here. 
Grand Ballroom,  Union. 
United Christian Fellowship Worship 
Open to the public. 
Prout Chapel. 
Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting 
Capital Room,  Union. 
Pi Omega Pi Dessert 
Sponsored by the business  education  honorary,  this  dessert   is 
open to all  students  and  faculty  in the business  education 
department.     Departmental  awards will be presented. 
Alumni Room, Union. 
Tau Beta Sigma 
For members of the women's music honorary. 
River Room,  Union. 
International  Circle K Meeting 
Wayne Room, Union. 
Society  for the Advancement  of Management  Meeting 
Reorganizational meeting  of SAM,   open to  all  students,  especially 
business majors.     Committees  will be appointed and a  field trip 
to Cincinnati will be discussed. 
Room llU,  Education  Building. 
Student Recital 
Jeanne Hays,  viola,  will perform.     Free and open to the public. 
Recital Hall,  School  of Music Building. 
-3- 
WEDNESDAY, MAY Ik 
All Day Sigma Nu Bike Marathon for U.S.O. 
Union Oval. 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.      Panhellenic Council Rush Registration 
Women interested in participating in sorority rush next fall 
are asked to register Wednesday or Thursday. 
Pink Dogwood Room, Union. 
3:^5 - 5:**5 p.m.     Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
1*  p.m. Inter-Sorority Pledge  Council Meeting 
Wayne  Room,   Union. 
5:30 p.m. Chimical Journal  Club Banquet 
This  annual  spring banquet will be  followed by  a joint meeting 
of the  Chemical Journal  Club and the Toledo chapter of the 
American Chemical Professional  Society.     Dr.   Khalil Mancy, 
analytical  chemist  and professor  in the  school  of public   health, 
University of Michigan,  will be the  speaker at  the meeting,  to 
begin at  8:15  p.m.     His  topic   is  "Environmental Measurements   for 
Pollution Control."    The  banquet   is  open to the public.     Reser- 
vations may be made  by contacting  the  chemistry  department  office 
by noon, May 13.     Cost of the meal is $U.    The public is  invited 
to hear Dr.  Mancy1s talk without charge. 
White Dogwood Suite,  Union. 
7 p.m. U.A.O.   Contract Bridge Lessons 
Lessons  are taught  by Mrs.  W.E.   Steidtmann  and are  open to all 
students who have registered. 
Harrison-Wayne  Room,  Union. 
7 p.m. International  Circle  K Meeting. 
All men  interested  in  learning  about  Circle K,   a Kiwanis-affil- 
iated group,   are welcomed at  the meetings. 
7 p.m. Religions of Man — Non-credit  Course 
Based on Huston Smith's The Religions of Man,  this  course   is 
open to  students and  faculty members.     This  session will  open  a 
study of Buddhism.     Offered in cooperation with the  free  university 
program  and the  United Christian Fellowship  Center. 
Second Floor Lounge,  Harshman A. 
7 p.m. U.C.F. Film — "How I Wen the War" 
A satire on war, based on the book by Richard Lester. Michael 
Crawford and John Lennon star.  Sponsored by the United Christian 
Fellowship.  Open to the university community.  Admission is $1. 
Tickets available in the Union and at the door. 
Room 105, Hanna Hall. 
-1*- 
7 p.m. Russian Film Showing 
The film, entitled "idiot", is from the hook of the same name 
by Dostojevsky.  The audio is in Russian, with English subtitles. 
The film is sponsored by the German-Russian Department and is 
free and open to the public. 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
7:30 p .m "The University and Society" 
Free university class discussion of the successes, failures, 
and relevance of the university.  Open to all members of the 
university community, and to continue every week on Wednesday 
evenings. 
Room 303, Mosely Hall. 
7:30 - 9 30 p.m. Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
9 p.m. Alpha Phi Omego Pladge Meeting 
Third Floor, Union. 
9:30 p m U.C.F. Film — "How I Won the War" 
(See calendar for 7 p.m. above.) 
Room 105, Hanna Hall. 
THURSDAY , MAY 15 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Panhellenic Council Rush Registration 
Women interested in participating in sorority rush next fall 
are asked to register Wednesday or Thursday. 
Pink Dogwood Room, Union. 
10 a.m 1 Women's Physical Education Lecture 
Elizabeth Bacso, executive secretary of the United State Cheer- 
leading Association, will be the speaker.  Her topic is "Hints 
on Advising Cheerleading." The lecture will be repeated at 7 p.m. 
3 p.m. Lutheran Student Association Coffee Hour 
Coffee and conversation. Free and open to the public. 
River Room, Union. 
3:1*5 - 5: U5 p.m. Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
k  p.m. Biology Department Seminar 
Dr. Chester Randies, professor of microbiology at Ohio State 
University is the speaker. His topic is "Microbiology in relation 
to Lake Erie." Free and open to the public. 
Room 112, Life Science Building. 
6 p.m. Ski Club Meeting 
New officers for the 1969-70 school year will be elected. 
Room 201, Hayes Hall. 
6:30 - 7 p.m. Christian Science Organization Testimony Meeting 












AAUW Spring Banquet 
Members of the American Association of University Women will 
meet   for their  annual banquet.     The program  includes  a guest 
speaker,  music  and the  installation of new officers. 
Alumni Room,   Union. 
Alpha Lambda Delta Meeting 
A special speaker is scheduled for this meeting. 
Ohio Suite,  Union. 
U.C.F.   Film  —  "How I  Won the War" 
(See  calendar for 7 P-m.   Wednesday.) 
Room  105,  Hanna Hall. 
Women's Physical Education Lecture 
(see  calendar  for 10 a.m.   above) 
Arnold Air Society Meeting 
For members of the honarary cadet organization of the Air Force 
ROTC. 
Pink  Dogwood Suite,  Union. 
Theatre Unbound —  "The  Little  Prince" 
"The  Little Prince",  by Antoine  de Saint Exupery,   is  an  ad- 
aptation  for Reader's  Theatre.     Presented by the BGSU Theatre 
Unbound group.     Open to the public. 
Rehearsal Room, Graduate Center. 
Student Recital 
Sarah Mishkind,  violin, will  perform.     Free and open to the 
public. 
Recital Hall,  School  of Music Building. 
Student Production —  "Beyond the Fringe" 
A satiric review,  sponsored by the Union Activities Organization 
and BGSU's  "Theatre  Unbound".     The play,  a major production 
performed successfully in Britain and in the United States, takes 
a look at American and British politics and customs.    Melodie 
Myles,  Bonnie Banyard,  Jim Bianchi and Terry Fowler play the 
principle  characters.     Thursday's performance  by  invitation only.. 
Carnation Room, Union. 
U.C.F.   Film —  "how I Won the War" 
(See calendar  for 7 P-m.  Wednesday) 
Room 105,  Hanna Hall. 
FRIDAY,  MAY  l6 
All Day 
Noon 
Tennis Golf,  and Track 
BGSU teams will participate  in the MAC Championships. 
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Northwestern Ohio Educational Research Council 
Charles Kurfess will  speak on  "Current  Legislation  in  Education 
at this luncheon meeting.     Members may make their reservations 
with Dr. William Harrington,  521 Education Bldg. , ext.   3876. 
Cost of the luncheon is $3-   Reservations must be made by May lb- 
Holiday Inn, E. Wooster St. 
-6- 
3:30 p.m. 
3:U5 - 5:^5 p.m. 
U:30 p.m. 
6 p.m. 
6:30 - 7 p.m. 
T p.m. 
7 p.m. 





BGSU vs.  Ohio  University. 
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Epsilon Pi  Tau Initiation 
New members of the  international honorary  fraternity  for in- 
dustrial education  and technology will be  initiated.     A buffet 
at the Holiday Inn, E.  Wooster St., will follow the ceremony at 
6:30 p.m.     Epsilon Pi Tau members  and their guests  are  invited, 
at  $U.50 per plate.     Dr.   Ronald 'iaird,  Eastern Michigan  Un- 
iversity,  will  speak at  the  banquet.     His topic  is  leadership 
in industrial education. 
Alumni   Room,   Union. 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
Jim Wilson,  Ann Arbor,  Mich.,   is this evening's  speaker.     His 
topic is "War, Peace and a Christian's Point-of-View". 
Open to the public. 
Jewish Student  Congregation Worship 
Open to the public. 
Prout  Chapel. 
U.A.O.   Fine  Film 
"Cartouche" — a very funny film about the life and loves of a 
French Robin Hood.     Jean Paul  Belmondo and Claudia Cardinale 
star.     Dialogue  is  French with English  subtitles.     Admission 
free to  BGSU students and members  of  faculty  and  staff. 
Room 105j  Hanna Hall. 
U.C.F.   Film  --  "How I Won the War" 
(See  calendar  for  7 p.m.   Wednesday.) 
Fellowship Hall,  U.C.F.Center. 
Public  Skating  Session 
Ice Arena. 
One-Act Plays 
A bill of one-acts, directed by graduate students. The plays 
include "Save Me A Place At Forest Lawn," directed by Chat 
Jordan; "Softly and Consider the Nearness," directed by Dick 
Leerhoff; and "Striptease," directed by Harold Morris. 
Free and open to the public. 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. 
Theatre Unbound —"The Little Prince" 
(See calendar for 8 p.m. , Thursday.) 
Rehearsal Room, Graduate Center. 
Falcon Band Concert 
Under the direction of Mark Kelly, the Falcon Concert Band will 
perform in the annual spring concert. Free and open to the 
public. 





U.A.O.   Fine  Film 
(See calendar for 7 p.m.  above.) 
Room 105,  Hanna Hall. 
Student Production —"Beyond the Fringe" 
(See calendar for Thrusday.) 
Open to the public.     Admission  is  50#. 
Carnation  Room,   Union. 
U.C.F.   Film —  "How I Won the War" 
(See calendar for 7 p.m., Wednesday.) 
Fellowship Hall,  U.C.F.   Center. 







Track,  Golf and Tennis 
BGSU teams  at MAC Championships. 
Western Michigan University,  Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Women's  Extramural Track and Field Meet 
Ohio State University,  Columbus,  0. 
German  Club Outing 
Sponsored by the German  Club,  this outing,  at  Oak Openings 
Park,   is open to anyone willing to try to speak German all day 
long.     Hiking  and games  are   included  in the  program.     Partici- 
pants are asked to call the German-Russian Department to make 
reservations.     Cost  is $s.50, to cover food. 
Leaving by car from Shatzel Hall. 
High School Campus Tour 
The  Future Teachers of America group  from Brookside  High School, 
Lorain, 0., and juniors from Indian Lake High School,  Lewistown, 
0., will be guests  of the Admissions Office.     Members of Angel 
Flight will act as guides for their tour. 
Education Building Dedication 
J.   Francis Leddy, president of the University of Windsor, will 
deliver the dedicatory  address.     John D.  Millet,  Ohio 
Board of Regents,  will present the building to Donald G.   Simmons, 
president  of the BGSU Board of Trustees.     Kenneth Kerrigan, 
president of the Student Education Association, will deliver the 
student response.    President Jerome will present citations to 
three of Ohio's  outstanding  educators.     Other  special guests will 
include  Charles F.   Kurfess,   speaker of the Ohio House of Rep- 
resentatives; Martin Essex,   superintendent of public instruction 
for the Ohio Department of Education.    Open to the public. 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
Faculty Dames - Newcomers Brunch 
Annual brunch  and joint meeting of Faculty Dames  and Newcomers 
(new faculty wives).    Newcomers will provide the entertainment. 






3:30 - 5:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
Dedication  Luncheon 
Dr.  Martin Essex,   superintendent  of public   instruction,  State 
Department  of Education,  will present the luncheon  address,   in 
connection with the dedication of the Education Building.     By 
invitation  only. 
Prout  Dining  Room,  Union. 
Baseball Doubleheader 
BGSU vs.   Ohio University. 
Ohio University,  Athens,  Ohio. 
Multi-Media Teaching  Demonstration 
Dr.   Glenn  Daniels,  director of audio-visual  services,  will 
demonstrate  audio-visual  aids.     A tour of the Education Building 
conducted by members  of Angel Flight will  follow the demonstration. 
Auditorium,  Education Building. 
Lacrosse 
BGSU vs. Ohio Wesleyan University. 
Doyt L. Perry Field, University Stadium. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Sigma Pi Sigma Installation and Dinner 
Members of the local SPS Society will be formally installed 
into Sigma Pi Sigma, National Physics Honorary.  Cecil Shugart, 
national director of Sigma Pi Sigma, will conduct the installation 
of 15 BGSU students.  A dinner will follow, with Mr. Shugart 
delivering the address.  Open to members and their guests. 
River Room, Union. 
7 p.m. 




U.A.0.   Fine  Film —  "Cartouche" 
(See  calendar  for  7 p.m.   Friday.) 
Auditorium,  Education Building. 
Public  Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Miss  Bowling Green Pageant 
Twenty-three young women will  compete  in  evening gown,   swim 
suit  and talent  categories   for the title of Miss Bowling Green 
and the  right to  compete  in the Miss  Ohio competition  at  Cedar 
Point thes  summer.     Seventeen of the 23 contestants  are  BGSU 
students.     Trophies  and  scholarships will be presented to the 
winner of the pageant  and her  four runners-up.     A Miss  Congen- 
iality will  be named and a  special talent  scholarship will be 
presented as well.     The pageant  is  sponsored by the  Bowling 
Green Chamber of Commerce.     Admission for adults  is $1 donation, 
and  for  children a 50$  donation.   Open to the public. 
Grand Ballroom,  Union. 
Theatre Unbound — "The Little Prince" 
(See  calendar  for  8 p.m.Thursday.) 
Rehearsal Room, Graduate Center. 
U.A.0.   Fine Film — "Cartouche" 
(See  calendar for  7 p.m.,  Friday.) 
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9:30 p.m. Student Production — "Beyond the Fringe" 
(See calendar for Thursday.) 
Open to the public.  Admission is 50#. 
Carnation Room, Union. 
SUNDAY, MAY 18 









Lutheran Student Worship 
Services conducted by the Rev. Paul Tuchardt. 
to the public. 
Prout Chapel 
Open 
Duplicate Bridge Match 
All bridge players are urged to participate in this match, 
sponsored by the Campus Bridge Club. Officers for the 
coming year will be elected. 
Ohio Suite, Union. 
Cricket 
BGSU Cricket Club vs. Cleveland West Indian Cricket Club. 
Soccer Field (behind Ice Arena). 
Phi Eta Sigma Initiation 
New members of the freshman men's scholastic honorary will 
be initiated. 
Historical Suite, Union. 
Bromfield Hall Open House 
Bromfield Hall, Harshman Quadrangle. 
U.A.O. Fine Film — "Cartouche" 
(See calendar for 7 p.m., Friday.) 
Auditorium, Education Building 
PEM Club Dessert 
The annual spring dessert for women's physical education 
majors will honor the graduating seniors. Several awards, 
including the Jane Shoemaker Award, will be presented. 
Lounge, Ice Arena. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Phi Kappa Phi Initiation and Dinner 
Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic honor society, will 
initiate Ul undergraduate students, 5 graduate students and 
3 faculty members. To become a member of Phi Kappa Phi, 
Juniors must have a 3.75 accumulative average and seniors 
and graduate students must have a 3.5 average. James Bashore, 
Robert Goodwin and William Harrington are the faculty initiates 
Dr. Paul Leedy, BGSU trustee and professor of English, a 
charter member of BGSU's Phi Kappa Phi, will conduct the 
initiation and deliver the after-dinner address. The dinner 
is open to members, new initiates and their guests. 




U.A.O. Fine Film — "Cartouche" 
(See calendar for 7 p.m. , Friday.) 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
Omega Phi Alpha Meeting 





Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Students for a Democratic Society Meeting 
Wayne Room, Union 
Student Recital 
Patrick Rafferty, violin, will perform. 
to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
Free and open 
Jazz Happening 
A jazz festival, sponsored by Kappa Kappa Psi, men's music 
honorary, and featuring the Bowling Green Jazz Lab Band 
and the Wendell Jones Jazz Quartet.  Admission is $1. 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
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Lectures and Seminars 
ACCOUNTING 
Monday, May 12, 7 P«m. "Accounting for Business Combinations" 
Dr. Arthur Wyatt, of the Arthur Anderson Public 
Accounting Firm, will discuss a CPA study which he 
authored.  Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi, accounting 
honorary. Open to the public. 
Dogwood Suite, Union. 
BIOLOGY 
Thursday, May 15, U p.m. "Microbiology in Relation to Lake Erie" 
Dr. Chester Randies, professor of microbiology at Ohio 
State University is the speaker.  Sponsored by the 
biology department.  Open to the public. 
Room 112, Life Science Building. 
CHEMISTRY 
Wednesday, May lU, 8 p.m. "Environmental Measurements for Pollution Control 
Dr. Khalil Mancy, analytical chemist and professor 
in the school of public health, University of Michigan, 
is the speaker.  Sponsored by the Chemical Journal 
Club.  Open to the public. 
White Dogwood Suite, Union. 
JOURNALISM 
Monday, May 12, 11 a.m. 
and 2 p.m. 
"Hospital Public Relations" 
Norman C. Clark, educational director of the Ohio 
Hospital Association, will speak to members of the 
Jour. 3^0 class at 11 a.m. in the Capital Room, and 
to members of the Jour. 56l class at 2 p.m. in the 
Taft Room.  Both class meetings are open to the public 
Those wishing to attend who are not members of either 
class are asked to call Dr. Ray Derr, ext. 3860, since 
space is limited. 
Union. 
WOMEN'S HPE 
Thursday, May 15, 10 a.m. 
and 7 p«m. 
"Hints on Advising Cheerleading" 
Elizabeth Bacso, executive secretary of the United 
State Cheerleading Association, is the speaker.  The 
10 a.m. lecture will be given in Memorial Hall and the 
7 p.m. lecture will be given in the Auditorium of the 
Education Building. 
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Channel 70 Program Highlights 
Monday,  May 12 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 13 
9 p.m. 
Wednesday, May lU 
8 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
Thursday, May 15 
8 p.m. 
Friday, May  l6 
8 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
The Jazz Scene—A step into the world of Jazz which focuses 
on the music, the history, and the mood. 
NET Journal:"Hunan  Cargo"—Seeking  relief from their poverty, 
thousands  of Mexicans   illegally  cross  the  border into Texas 
each year.     NET Journal  reveals this harrowing  story of 
wetbacks  and their exploiters. 
NET Festival:   "The World of Hart Crane"~The poet, Hart Crane, 
lived a tragic and turbulent life.   This program captures the 
tragedy that   characterized the life  and poetry  of Hart  Crane. 
Spectrum:   "The Trembling Earth"—Centering  on the seismic 
studies of the  Lamont  Geological Observatory of Columbia 
University,  the  film  shows  a re-enactment  of the  day of the 
great  Alaskan  earthquake. 
Book Beat:   Loud & Clear— Author Robert Sterling  examines  the 
airline  safety question. 
NET Playhouse:   "The Star Wagon"—Orson  Bean plays  the  absent- 
minded inventor,  Stephen  Minch,   in  this Maxwell  Anderson play. 
NET Journal:   "Black  & White Together"—Black  and white,  poor 
and wealthy,   checked  into the Boardwalk Hotel  seeking greater 
tolerance and educational skills. 
NET Festival:   "The World of David Amram"—An hour-long docu- 
mentary study of the young American composer-conductor. 
Sunday, May 18 
U:U5 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
Baseball—BGSU vs. Western Michigan. 
P.B.L. "Multiply & Subdue the Earth"—Another probing study 




Tuesday,  May 13 
2:30 p.m. DO NOT FOLD:   "Greener Pastures"—Part  of a series  describing 
the  impact  of the computer on you  and your  life,  this  week's 
program  comments  on the  constantly growing  applications 
of electronic  data processing  and its   application  in the  field 
of cattle  feed and corn yields.     The  sounds  of  computers  at 
work and the electronic music made  by these machines  provide 
the atmosphere for the series, and new meaning is given to 
the  slogan of the  computer age,   "Do not   fold,  bend,  or mutilate." 
3:30 p.m. BGSU Baseball vs.   Detroit. 
Thursday,  May  15 
2:30 p.m. 
Friday, May l6 
3:30 p.m. 
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie of Bowling Green discusses the problems 
of the city. 
BGSU Baseball vs. Western Michigan, 
Saturday, May IT 
1 p.m. BGSU Baseball vs. .Western Michigan in a double header. 
MUSIC SCHEDULE 
Monday, May 12 
T p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 13 
T p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Wednesday, May lU 
T p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Thursday, May 15 
T p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Friday, May l6 
T p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Saturday, May IT 
T p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Alicia De Larrocha - Suite Espanola; Walter Gieseking - Ravel. 
Boccherini - Symphony in C Minor; Ives - Symphone fU. 
Phillipee Entermont - Clair De Lune; Gyorgy Sandor - Bartok. 
Koday - Hary Janos Suite; Stravinsky - Petrovchka. 
Dalton Baldwin - Piano & Gerard Souz Ay-Bariton - Recital; 
George Malcolm - Bach Harpsichord. 
Schubert - Symphony #9; Sibelius - Symphony #3- 
Rudolf Firkusny - Pictures at an Exhibition; Gold & Fizdale- 
Liebeslieder Waltzes. 
Ramos - La Guitarra Classica;  Haydn - Symphony #13. 
Malcuzynski - Chopin Mazurkas;  Peter Frankel - Debussy. 
Shostakovich - Symphony #5; Nielson - Symphony #3. 
Charles Milgrim - Romantic Music of Spain; Marie Claire Alain 
Bach Sonatas. 
Schumann - Symphony H2\  Mozart - Divertimento. 
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Announcements 
BRIGADOON TICKETS.     Tickets  for the musical  "Brigadoon"  will  go on  sale 
Friday,  May l6,  at  the University Theatre box office,   in the lower corridor of 
University Hall.     Adult  tickets  are  $1.25 or 25<£ with the Bargain Book  coupon.     BGSU 
student tickets are 25<£.     The box office hours are 11 a.m.   to 3:30 p.m.     Brigadoon 
performances  are  scheduled for Wednesday through Saturday,  May  21-2U. 
RECORD ON SALE.     A record made by the Bowling Green State University 
Collegiate  Chorale  and Chamber Orchestra  is  now on  sale  in the  Choral  Library  in the 
School  of Music  Building.     Featured works  are Handel's  "Messiah,  Part I"  and  "A Cer- 
emony of Carols" by Benjamin Britton.     Cost   is  $U.ll,   including  tax. 
CRICKET CLUB.     The  BGSU Cricket  Club has  announced its  spring  game  schedule. 
The  club will host the Cleveland West  Indian  Cricket  Club May  18,  and the Willoughby, 
o.,  Cricket  Club May 28.     Both games will be played on the Soccer Field  (behind Ice 
Arena)   at  1:30 p.m.     The  Cricket  Club will travel to Toledo June  1  for a game with 
the Toledo Cricket  Club.     For  further information,  any  interested persons may contact 
John Jemmot, ext.   3302; Ellie Bowman, ext 2272; or Iqbal Razvi,  352-1385- 
GREEN SHEET.     Help us be  complete  and accurate  in  our list  of thw week's 
events.     Submit  your meeting notices  and announcements  to Mrs.   Marilyn Braatz,  c/o 
the University  News Service,  Ad.   Bldg.     Information  is  preferred  in writing,  or  call 
ext  2635.     Copy must  be  in by noon on the Tuesday before the Monday distribution  date. 
Placement Interview Schedules 
BUSINESS LISTINGS: 
Tuesday, May 13— UARCO, INC.;  Illinois Central Railroad. 
Wednesday, May lU— U.S. Dept. of Agriculture-Office of Inspector General. 
Friday, May l6— F. W. Woolworth Co. 
SCHOOL LISTINGS: 
Monday, May 12.  Parma City Schools, Ohio;  Dearborn Dist. #8 Schools, Mich. 
Tuesday, May 13.  Midview Bd. of Ed., Ohio. 
Wednesday, May l1*.  South Haven Public Schools, Mich.;  Grosse He Township 
Schools, Mich., Norwalk City Schools, Ohio. 
Thursday, May 15.  Centerline Public Schools, Mich. (Evening Also);  Philadelphia 
City Schools, Penn.;  Union Scioto Schools, Ohio;  Pioneer Joint Vocational School, 
Ohio;  Miami County Schools, Ohio;  L'Anse Creuse Schools, Mich. 
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